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!ll2ITORIAL NOTE 

The idea for this Journal has come from the graduate students 
at the Subfaculty of Anthropology at OXford3 in particular from 
those at the Institute of Social Anthropology. Papers given at 
graduate seminars and ideas arising from work for diplomas and 
higher degrees very often merit wider circulation and discussion 
without necessarily being ready for formal publication in pro~ 
fessional journais. There obviously exists a need in social 
anthropology for serious critical and theoretical discussion; 
JASO sees this at its main purpose. The Oxford University 
Ant~opologicalSociety established a Journal Sub-committee to 
organise the venture. ' 

We should like to express our thankS to Drcid Williamafor 
valu,able assistance in the production of this issue of the 
Journal. 

FORMA.T 

We shall produce one issue per term (three per year). 
Articles are welcome from students in all branches of anthropology 
and from people in other disciplines interested in social 
ant'nropology. Reviews and comments will alao be welcome. For 
the present, it ispref'erred that the'main emphasis should be 
on anaJ.yticaldiscussion rather than on description or ethnography. 
Papers should be as short as is necessary to get the point over. 
As a general rule,theyshould not exceed, 5,000 words. For 
future issues, papers should be BUbmitted following the conventions 
for citations, notes and references used in the A~S.A. monographs. 
Communications should be addressed to the Editors, Institute of 
Social Anthropology, 51, Banbury, Road, Oxford., 

BACK ISSUES 

We have a small stock of back issues still unsold. Individual 
copies are available at 30p. in the U.K. and i1 abroad. Volume I 
complete (1970) is available at the following rates: U.K. - 75p. 
to individuals, £1 to institutions; abroad - i2.50 to individuals,
i3 to institutions. The subscription for Vols e II (1971) and III 
(1972) are the same.' (All prices cover postage). Cheques should 
be made out to the Journal of the Anthropological Society of Oxford. 
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Max MUller,;	 '- we feel that we are -in the presence 
of men who, if they lived with us --- would 
be looked upon as giants [299J ~-- [We mustJ 
guard against theirmemory'beang insulted' 
[304 J. ' 

, MUlIer:	 La'attires on the Science of ' 
La'!1fi:1:!age: 1864 

A.A.'M~cdonell~ the professor of Sanskrit at OXford at the 
beginning of this century said of Max MUller (DictionaI'y of ',' 
National Biography: XXII Supplemerit: 1909) that;his name was as 
famous as thetaf any other scholar of the nineteenth century. 
Well he might,for'Mtiller who di~d in 1900, besides his cdhtribution 
to Oriental scholarship, ha,d pioneered in thiS country the ' 

'sciences of language ~nd religion and had created the study of
 
comparative mythology. L.R. Farnell, a classicist and, Rector of
 
Exeter College, on the other hand, was able 'to say in i934 (An
 
Oxonian Looks Back) 'that 'Andrew lang i sB'allads on Blue 'Chih~
 
may preserve his name.' Lang, of co~~se, was MUller's most active
 
anthropo:ll.1gical adversary,but besides that, one may fairly presume


" '" "	 ,I" ' 
that the	 Ballads are even less frequently read than his other works. 

, Nothing of any depth o~ insight has really been written of
 
Mtiller. Pater Schmidt, a,most learned man, gives a simply
 
erroneous accouI].t of h:ls work (see The Origin and Growth of
 
Religion 1931) and Evans-Pritahard 's Theories of Primitive
 

" Religion (1965) whilst ~uggestingthat,NlUller' sworkbas been 
unjustly decried (p.2l) neverthele~s is generally condemna'tory. 
Iri! :t:a,ctweha've haC!. to Vfai t for ,the publication of Social ,', 
Anthropology and Langpage (ASA lOed. Ardener (1971); see remarks 
by Arden~r in, the intr6duc~ion and the paper by Henson) for even 
a hint that MtU1er might be of value to us. MUller's works do not 
form part of a stand~rd anthropological education, and of course 
he is not gerierallyregarded as one of our founding fathers. 
Irideed, for much of his Career he was engaged in dispute with those 
whom wecot;lveritionally ta~e to be our disCiplinary ancestors,and 
were it riot 'for Evans-Pritchard's scholarship we might hot even 
suspect that he existed. BUt in the present reflective' andu''rlsure 
state

i
, 'dfanthropology, there is much in his badly neglected works 

tha t can be re'ad wi th profit. More than that, and without wi shing 
to disparage the work of the Victorian anthropologists, I should 
like to suggest that in certain respects he outranks them all. 

This re.tnarkrests 'partly upon my own attitude to the piiesent 
state of our subject, and reflects also a vision of how Hought to 
develop. ,My ip.itial task,then, is to elucidate this view by , 
discus,sing the very gene'ral contex.t of my thesis !' Tq Evans
Pritchard, in large part, we are indebted for our consc1ousneE!s 
of'a. long line'of distinguished scholars from whom we might claim 
to be descend'ed. ".' The outlines of this' lineage are well known 
thinkers of the Scottish enlighteriment; in France, the , , ' 
~cyclo:paedists,d9mte, Fustel de Coulanges, the Annee schobl. 
Others have QQntin\led thi~ work and we can now add to our ,past 
Van'Gennep, arid,thariks tQ the effor~s ,. of Dr. Needham~ the ' 
brilliant Hocar't. Some hErve notshO'wn any "enthusiasm for this 
type of reinstatement - Gluckman, as is well known, finds van 
Gennep boring - but the ~cholars among us can well appreciate 
the achievements of oUr ,forebears. ' 
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But I· have begun and· ended withI\ant and Wittgehstein· for 
a very special reason, for, between :cthem these two men represent 
firstly, N~ller's main intellectual problem, and secondly a 
major aspect of its solution. I can speak in such general terms 
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because one senses in~ll that Mllilerwrote a strong.un±ty of
 
purpose ahdassumption. (Coherence :~~~r. IVHiller' s
 
bboks are'long and rambling and. less than consistenf;-"but
 
generalisation is still possible). Let me ,returrt·to Kant. It
 
was in 1881 on the centenary of its first appearance that MUller
 
published his English translation of the Kritik der Reinen·.
 
Vernunft. In the translators preface to this work he says that
 
the Veda 2 was the first arch of the bridge of thotights that·
 
spans the wh"oIe history of the Aryan mind and that Kant"s
 
critique represents the perfect manhood of that Aryan mind.
 
'Having on?e learnt from Kant whet man can and what he cannot.
 
know, my plim of life was 'Very' simple, nafue ly .to learn', so far
 
as' literature ~ tradl. tion . encl· language ·allow us to 'do. so,. how
 
man came to believe that he" could know' so much jIloredhan he'
 
ever can know in religion, in JIlYthology ahd in philosophy".'
 
The problem, and so what remained to be done after Kant,'would.
 
require a 'Critique of Language' •
 

This brings me' to Wittgenstein. Now' I should like to make
 
it perfectly clear here that I intend in no way to suggest that
 
MUller is the historical source of WittgElnste'in' s notion
 
regarding language and philosophy3. Anyone wLth the slightest
 
acquaintance with the history ofphilo"SophyiNill know that many
 

. have discoursed on the relation be-tween' language and' thought and 
the 'place of language in philosophy. Even the Greeks, so' little 
conscious of language as compared with ancient India, produced 
men who beratedtheeililinfluence of language on thought. To 
show the resemblance of Mtllleidsthought to that ofWittgenstein 
I shall quote several passages from his book The Science of 
Thought (1887). 'He' there quotes Hamann ... a friend of Kant's 
as saying, 'Language is not only the foundation of the whole 
faculty of thinking, but the· central point also from which 
proceeds the misund'erstanding of reason by herself'.. Earlier, 
in the pre'face to his 1861 Lectures on the Science of Language 
at the Royal Institution,'he wrote that it was his aim to attract 

. the attention of 'the philosopher, . the historian,' and the 
theologian, to a science which concerns them all" and which 
thotigh it professes to treat words only, teaches us that there is 
more in words than is dreamt of in our own philosophy'. Andhe 
goes on to quote Bacon: 'Men believe that their reason is lord 
over their words, but it happens too that words exercise a 
recir'rocaland reactionary power over our intellect.· Words..;,;,,; 
shoot back upon the understanding of the wisest, and mightily 
entangle and pervert the jUdgment.' This 'is the background to 
MUller's own phrase 'diseas-eof language'. 

In his preface to the Science of Tho.ught, MinIer states that 
it is written.for a 'few friends who "Share his interests and that 
it will not be poptilar. 'There is a fullness of time for 
philosophical as there is for political and social questions'. Now 
the theme of the book is this,:that the interdependence of 
thought and language places philosophy on a new basis (514), an 
obvious basis 'but perhaps for that very reason ove:dooked, namely 
an investigation of language itself. The history of philosophy is 
a battle"against mythology, he claims, (2J,7),and philosophical 
problems must be sol'Ved by a study of language. Thought lives in 
language and 'philosophy mtistlearn t'o deal with language as 
history deals with events'. (550). True philosophy/then, consists 
of its examination and correction. (573). It seems to me that this 
is nothing if not'a clear enunciation of the 'bewitchment and 
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therapy~view of philosophy4. In 1888 .Mtlller~_bad said (Natural
 
Religion) i;hat;i:;he· d;icWm'we think inwords' must become the
 
chapter of all exact philosophy ;in future. But he. reflecte'ld .in
 

. his 1818 paper 'On the Origin of Reason' : 'What should we .~ay if 
.biologists we.re to attempt to disoover the nature and1aw.s.of .. ,
 
organic life· wi thoute,ver looking at· a living bOdy. An~w~en
 

are' we to find the livipg body of .thougl1t if not in la~gv.,age:?
 
(461) • But he goes on to remark gloomily that· 'wllf3never the '. 
philologist represents the whole history ofphilo~ophy as in truth 

an. uninterrupted etruggl~ .betlfl'een language and thought and
 
maintains that all: philosophy mU,st in the end bEpco!,lle a philosophy
 
of language; he is apt .to betakeIla$ an enthusiast'., I would.
 
refer you here to a short article of JJItU1er 'sin t}:1e very first
 
volumeo£,~ (1816) wllere he PQ.ints out· some weaknesses in
 
Mill's" writings on, thpught~ (348) and suggests. they .would haye
 
been avpided ·had he' only taken Care to look mQre tho;roughly ..
 
into how his language was construct.ed. and worked... Jle refer,§! .
 
there to the 'secret cunning of languages' and comments (349):
 
'Language, .as I have often Said, always revenges herself when
ever we do violencet0 her or whenever we forget herantecedents'.5 
In short, then, MUller's way to solve the problem that Kant· ;Left 
is this. 'We think we ,know more than. we can because we forget ,how 
'our language is .bUilt and so we:use wo;rdsin ways for which they 
were not·originally intended.' This, is ·the·general background, to 
Muller'.s system of mythology, and the fact that ·n()l1e· of the. 
commentators on his iN.ork have fully. sensed that. this area isl;>Ut 
a part ofalargerscheme .explains·, in part , why his writings on 
myth have· been so sadly, misunderstood. 

,'toughtto say ~~mething ~fMtJller'scentral assUmption that
 
thought and language-are inseparable or iden~ical.I ~ni not
 
unaware· of the problems this involves.. If we ·take the. statement
 
in a philosophical sense we become bemused:. ilJllIlediately. 'IVhat
 
does· it mean; does it make any sense, at allt9' ask in. general
 
what the relation between language and1;hought is 7· I cannot
 
address myself to·this>genera1issuehere - Vl'ittgens,tein himself
 
advocatE'S si1enoe· when one cannot speak. clearly~ . ,But I shquld"
 
like, to suggest that whateverth~. validity of the; assertion, it
 
is :a stance that hasyery Yaluableconsequences~ Be~ore bri~fly
 

indicating whatI mean with a few exampl:e s, I· mUfi 1:; de;fend MUller
 
against one obvious objection. Possessed' as weare now of .a
 
semiological consciousness, we wQuldimmediate1y .spot that his
 
equation is' wrong. That he. over...stresses, language as against'
 
other model:! of symbolic thought I\lo, 'not deny - as a philologist
 
one would hardly expect anything else•.' .But .wemust see how MtJller
 
uses the word language, and thought also, for it is clear that
 

. his identity of thought and language. is really the interdependence 
of human reason (that is concept~althought, be~i£fe not . 
vorstellung) and any system of symbolic signs. Saussure, ,of course, 
points also to thisdependenceQf dafi.nite ideas l.lpon signs). 
Language is the .best,· says N.l1'111,er, :but there are other types of 
signswhich,Ill8y be substituted for the.verbal, and he therefore 
includes under the term language any system of signs which, 
eIllbodies conceptual thought. '·As .he says in his 1810 lectures on 
the Science Qf Religion (1873=356):. '~wedo .not exclude the less 
perfect symbols of ·thought;, such as gestures, signs or pictures. 
They, .too, .are language in a certain sense and they must be 
included in language before weare justified ,in saying that dis
cursive thought can be reali~e,d in language only~t . We have signs 
and signs of signs.. Thus, not only gestural language, ideogr,aphic 
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... ,' ' .. 

sil5n~,'bu:tsuc.h<~§f3t~tjuf?:s':alg.ebra standing, ih,the' pIaeEl of'> 'u 

numbers.lliriguage ci:Htabb:revfate Hself,nesays, and'so,we have: 
signs \vhich/stancf forwh<;>le' traini:(of'reasoning' (ibid: 49). ',It, is 
cle'a!' 'tMt wh~t, MUller:jmeanS;.;>i,s;~thathumenbeirif;smust •think "ih 

'sYJi1bols~·",ij(flTmailftalrt~'is'thEitthoughtcanrlO't exist without; 
s~ghs';':and ttia:,t ,thir 'most'import'antsigh~.'are 'wqrds .' (ibid: 5'8}.', . 
Tliis surely'is 'h5't'6'bjectionabte. Wllat he "maahs'is made clear by 
his 'd:t,s:Cl1SSibh o:£"a gaIl1'Jofches~. l\fuTl~rdoesii'o't say that-"when 
we~ pla:y' C:b,es~'we 'need ib 'talk to' our-selves, but 'bhessp{ec'e~(are 
nameS,theyare signs. 'Onecan silently playchesswi'thout 
consdi'6usly ~tatirigrules,but the piec'e:s' 'are :dOncept;s 'aridthei, ' 
gaIl}e ,is a 'l~et ofrU'les abou.thow to move' p'ied~'s~ "This 'is clear, 
;~e, s~r~~,:'~tr;t~twe,'d~~;t't{llc'abou,t the~,e'fut~~,~n'the eventuality 
of some6pemaln.nga m:Lstake.' Ifthep1eces'were not concepts there 
wO'ijl,d :"h~rio game ,only chaos~6' ' , " ' , 

> ,. ..- ~ _ •• ,.., • r "; • 

, , ", Isho:q:I!d~dd bri'Ed'ly here:tnat looiler was a fierce bpponent
bf Darvdn Qve:r' thenafure and originsbflanguage,',though he, like 
man;y: G\3rman' scIJ;01~,r8, 'win:? a'll evolutio~ist' longbefbre the .'Origin 
of Specfes WaS',p1.f1Hished.MtlIIer wanted tainaist upon theirs being 
a difference of kind:: be tw~eh 'human ianguage' 'and anima I' corfununfoa-bion 
and 'hisar~Itlents W01:11d 'b~n$fitt!).e 'naiver' '~t;ype_of e thologistthat 
exists, todaY.'~IIer,q:U·iterightly, . says .that human langUage is 

"more ''\;h~n a"nie(j.ium of'communic~ti'ori, ft i8:also a complex conceptual 
, 'st:t'tlCtvre. For this reason,thequestidri of the origin of 'language 

cannO,t ~e t~ckied ):11. isoIatioiJ.,'but m,)st' be viewedas'part of a 
larget'. ~roblem(see 'Orl@nof Reason' :1878). He say~' in his',' , 
lectures on'Darwin's philospphyof lan@;lag~ (Fraser's Magazine , 
1873: Vo~ VIII) that 'ourconceptsand.()1,lrwo~dsare produced by 
a ~acUlty"ot'by ri' 'fuode' of'm~ptal actibn~whichis not simply a 
b~rrte:t!'b'etween, Illariand beast,' but" whlchbreates ~" new vvarld in' 
·1Mhi·cli~·E{liv~." Iribtherw9'rdb 'We live 'ill" concepts.' ' (Three 
'lecture's ,on ;the 'Science of' thought: 1887).' As' a KaNtianMtlTier 
·~6cept~d·:to:a:t,vve"mUs·t:-~ckiJ.owledgethat the world must' accept our' 
~~rms' of know{ng." ,To' this exterit',vv~" do'createour 'o\vnsyIDb'Olio.", 

'world.:",' (1' d6mnient~d:: on this fact ir{rny :e;ss~Y"'Ari'thrbpology'and 
tpe' Pllilo~s6phy'of'Sbience'{~TASQVblII 'No ~ :J;}~ MUller's reIriarks 
in' factc9me 'clpseto the (jentral ideas in Lang-er"s PhilosophY 
in' aNew Key -,an inspiring. anthrO!>ological' philosophy). ' MULIer 
sa,idin 1~6,lthat ~~ri possessed a specific cB.paci ty for forming' 

, ge'lJ.eral id~~s~"a:hdusing; gener~l narries~andthat;thfs puthim, ' 
u~ique~y i# a human world c>fsymbols 'and concepts~'(see 'Frazer"s 
IVta:'gazirie, ~VoI.VIII: II). 'Through reason we not only stand' 
abov-ethe' hru,t,e creation, we belong to 8' diffefent' world~'-,(1861: 

,364).' ''rhereis. '~poirithere 'of great impor;t'ifo:r" the'hhmane, " ' 
, "splences, namely,tha~ there are"concepts nece'ssary: to and; " 
"specific to the d'e'sc';roiption of h'tiinan' ph'enomena.Wheri' this is 

realise,cf atld i:tsmethodological consequences ~ully ,grasped, the 
social sciences will begin'tobe useful. 

:. I; , .' . 

, "I ShQ-gld nowiike'to talk br~eflyabout some of ,ithe 
consequeilces"of hisa'ss'iimptiOn that thought arid,'language are' 
identical. FirStly,though I cannot here develbp it, language 
for MUller is a social institution and it follows that thought is 

'soc1a1.too. ' I havettme for one quotation only, which of c'ourse 
rafses i't'~'o'Wn'probleins~" His from the 'lecttires' onparwin' s 
theory 6r l~ngUage: "'Though thefaculty of language may be 
congenital,: all 'languages are traditional. The words in which we 
th.~nk ar'E{ch~nrlels ofthbught ,which,wehav.e not dug ourselves,
b,it which Vie 'find ready made' for'·us.' (1873: 528). . W,e must 
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remember the individualistic associational psychology which so 
influenQed .the wor;!c ,p.f hiE!,. co,ntempol;'a(:r;y ,~tbro,po.lpg;istsa~d to.>; 
which the ,French" sociologipa18choql;lip,c;J.+ld~n~ 'Uiy~:ar,Uhl :ciuit.~! •. , 
legitim,ately :"Go,o~ s~ch strong .~xcept,ion.;·SeQondlY,·. consider tli~s' 
re~r~ 'f:romhi.s 'pref~ce ,to the §Cierice of'/l11,0U.&h:t q8~T)t'i'~:.~':. 
theJile i!3 no -;suq!l thin~ .. ,as, ,in~e,~lect, ul1a~;r,stm4~M'.,mJ.nd '8:n~(~,E£~~on 
.......a11 ;these a~ejO~elYd.if:feI:'e:!,ltaspElct.s:of ;J.f1tlBHaf3'~',,~;,: ~~"P~Ef,c~~.hbUld 
be ups(3t,however,.for ~ (an<l.giving uS,.a Wi:t~~ens,teini~noojlJfoit)
he .~a:tstha(th~,s~:philosorihical'rE;lmarks, +~~';e' the WPr~}~.~·~a9t:j.~;fiS 
i t,was 1?~~o.re; W,e .;simp'ly.h~ye a, mqre Yal:j.~ ~ndE:}tstandJ.ng. o£Ciur
selves. ,,·~OV{. woo tev,er, we think'. ,of 'thfs p!i1rticplar asserJi6n seve~al 

impqr,tant)'aQts, fo~loYv 'f~:~}ll,'.It.is .v,~ewt~ t,: ~a~is1.I~.~E1~s, ~~.e: j(·~·M,~:j.7 
mentof mind .-and in.d,eed in its historica.laspectis ..t.he. ":'", 
~~i.obioeiaphy,,~fthe. ,P;~IiiaTl,min(C .Many ':Pl+]),O$,OP~ersh,a~c~IilPl~'ined 
that they, had n<:l r.eliaRle .~v,ide?c~wii;lJ:,Whi,~h to talka~o,U,1~·m~.n~~l 
phenomena. With an incredible blindnes,s ,theY,fJ,ad overlo,o~~d.the . 
fact that the evidence they needed was lan~age itself; . As MUller 
saysl,ater in the, same book \ (290':'"5 ) 'tpe ;rtI!U'~ "phi+o,sophy of .the 
human mind- ,is the ph:j.lo$ophyo.f larie;u.ager~ ,'It iswelIkn.i)wIl tllat 
p~ychology in.'.our cemtury,'q.as re~reate:Cl t'98 ~Qnsel1:sical\. ", " 
.~~peri,mentali8m or UI:lreaiis tic b~liaviouri$mev~ii~:afraiq.,of-the 
;p~oblemof other minds,;., But ],ap-gvagt;l :l~,sur~,+Y~~f(IA~a!):i;l';Qf'.'::' 
ac~ess:tQ"andthe proof oft,01-lriknowX.e~ge,ofotrerw~nds (~~e" 
MUiler: Chips 'lV"1875: Mi6) • . :;rf ,is, therppst',import'antmedili,m ,~ri 
'vvhiqh our intersubjeotive' undei;-stan<U.pgllyes. ,N!UJ,ler .. s~id,.!6n_~o 
manyoccasions that tht;l :invest:rga~ion>, of J,~wguagf~~d a q~~~I;'al role 
'inpsycbol()gyand th~ :f,actthar·~oc~l3.1,;ps;)T9hO~C;>gy J;W.~sti:+r;nq~ . 
fully reaJ,ized thi,s .:faq·pzwilJ..:.stand as,;oPr.,of the .most !'1.1?,Su~d " I 

metnod91o~ical err9r~ qominit:t'~dbY:l3.n;y.'.~??~al .8Gienp~·::, .•... Thi,t'41y,1.', . 
(and I mu,st make th~s. mY last·, examp~e) lqgi,c for MUller Wl3.I9"a> ,;' 
gene;;-a:L 8'+amm!'1r~ :~owwh,il13.t,·h~s Jlh~'r,o,to~~ca~ wo;rk, V(a.s.. )out~~,t~~ .'. 
before:J;1~s d~atbt, t~e",fl:lcJ,}hat,IV1'Ul~.7rl ~.',' iny~r~~t ilf la?gu,tilg~~'lfl3.S 
part of a largerprobJ.,em.)neans that b.edispl~yed tha,t,ponsCio~sn,ess 

of. the:.releY?hceoi.line;pis.tic~tophi.losopl;l!.~hat(Jhdm'~1o/P(,S~E;lsses. 
M~nler, in fac,t, q()ns~der~d (see ,Tbree Lectures.on the Science of 
TIi6~ght:, 4)comp~J;'ati:v~)?~i101()gY,a,s a ¥lean~:~6war~~ :i;;~e, lnJ1s~i

gatJ.on of. larger: problems, as a severe apprE;lnt:/.cesh:J..p, to, be ,s~rved


'- -. . 1. .' -.' , . .' ;., ..' I • _.1. . • '. I .' ' " . ;: ~ ,1 ~, : . ,t I '.. ','. ' _:; '6 I J t • i 

before the· wide-r que,s;tions, of. the sC,ieno.epf .l:an~age, cQUId. be.• t.ackled. 
He writes ii'll 1885 ("The .Lesson of . Jup,iter l ip.P~~J?f:r:v",1895ea:: 
38;0,) that thewidef3~, comparisops in philo:Logy cou,Id" sbow wb,a twas 
esseptial.~o: language:, as. such, :a?d~~ereJ~6r~)o~h,?}lgr:t~, ·1t,wo;Uld 
be pps,s~ble to qon}'l:~X}lct a ~Yr~:raLg:rl3.mmar, ARt .s,~eQ1i,J.;li\~iv~}.,i ,lf~ 
philqsophefs,.h{iddpne,in ;tlie P~~~.L but .e:mp:i.riqall~ ~ T~.ou,g?~,p}ur.s t 
leave,.t,lle J.ssue here, I 13ho\lld Just,a.d.d tha,t JVllUler Wa~ e~t:remeiy 
interes'ted in universals" as indeed. were' ~ni' o;f1ihe,Victo;da~ . 
etOOologif;ltS. : .Bu:tMti:l;Ler, for rea~ons. which'! shal:i 'shOttlyA~l3CUSS 
was extremely, oonscious of" th~apus~s of, tli:l~ tlpe'o.f~ia·~",dqm:p~rison; 
the method· might l~ad -gs t'o think we h!lddef~n1.te·c6riclu'si6ns when 

. .~. ... - .' , ~, . - '." '. ..,:,..!...." _ : - .': I, \', _', '. _ .j .' !. _, " ,\ . :', ' 

we gad not unde.rstood,l3.IlY q:f.our, eVJ.dence. ::J?ut, .di,sGuss~ng th~ 
etOOo-psychological approach to,. nwthologyh,e says th~~:, .'j ~f ;th{it 
motive turns out to be du'e to our common human'riatUre,' 'the ... "" 
etOOologicalmetho<i af;lsumes .qui,te a new int~;rtest,. and, mp.y in time 
lead to very impor~ant, res-glts'. Suoh statementson'dl~ect 
expressions ,of the human mind ~re not infreq~~~t. . '" 

. J _ L ,; '. . . __ '.' . )
I 'Should now like to turn to anotherproblE1m &1toge.ther '- the 

quel;ltionof l~thriolog>ical7'i6ms'. wl1i~q a~:Lsef)·fr;~m.1!;rp.sQnI sief:ls~y 
in ASA 10 ('Early B,ritish Anthropologists and Language') .'l;'he,re she 
oritioises q-gite justif;i,ablythenaive. way in .which native' . ;., 
c~tegories SUyl1 as tabli,' totem etc. were.used 'as. keChJ;lical' ~e;~~ 
by 019. anthropqlogi~~s. T sl}all ad'd. here as a e,~mi,i.8.r errorth~ 
promiscuous utilization of 8uchterms as fetishism 'and animism; 



native terms - ina sense ",:"from oUI', own culture. Now we would 
possibly be wror.g to suggest that, th:e anthropologists were 
completely unaware of the problems5inv91ved, but beyond tqe 
difficulties involved in any oneef these terms is the sim.ple fact 
that their employment at all,involye"s avery general error .' 
concerning the way in which we should seek to underst~md'meaning. 
But MUller must be exempted f~om a. general indictment, for it w:as 
precisely over these ~e.rms that he. was most censorious of his" 
contemporaries. He, a translator,and phi;J.osopher showed in this 
respect a sensitivity to conc~ptual probl$ms which they lacked, and 
which nlost anthropoiog~ststodayeven cannot match. 

As an introduciiont.o this, pa'rticulars~ction of my paper I 
had better perhaps say, something general, on Mffller' s conflict with 
the ethnologists. MUller was the representative of German SCholar
ship in England~ but we should not exaggerate his hostility to the 
new science • After ,all , ,it was he Who in a review in the Times in 
1865 first brought to ,the public attention' the' pro'found importance 
of Tylor's Researches. ,de' "should also remember that. he wli:ls ," 
attending lectures, on anthropology at Leipzig as a stUdent in the 
early 1840' s a generation before the science existed in England.' 
And he was. us.ing f'j8vage evidence in mythology- before, most of the 
ethnologists, but l;>ecame disillusioned. He also attempted to ' 
establish a journ5l1 ca1:1ed Ethnoloeical Recordsof the Colonies, for 
which no finance was. for;thcoming. However,he did: send directives 
through the' Colonial Offic~ to begin th,e 'collection of linguistic 
and cultural data. '1Je have been told. that the value of field work 
was only realised in ,th:j.,s c~ntu;y, eve,ri that~Jfalinowski invented the 
new method. ,$0 let me refer you toa passgge which MtUler quotes 
in an address of 1891. They were written. by Codrington, himself a 
Melanesian e;xpertwho was in the fie,ld fo'r a vastly, longer period 
th?n th~ few years of Malino~ski during the First War. '\~en a 
European has been living for~voor three years among savages, he 
is sure to be fully convinced that he knows all about them; when 
he has been ten years or soami:mgst"theml,if he be, an observant ' 
man,he knows that he knows very little about them, and so begins 
to learn'. (Let us remember also that Radcliffe-Brown one of the 
founders .of modern anthropology- never did any real field,,;,work'. Ile 
could not speak the lap.guage of ,the Andaman Islanders, and wO,rl<ed 
through interpreters for the Whole duration of his stay there.) , 
Codrington was just one of a"groupof real Victorian' field-workers 
other names are Callaway, Bleck, Gill, Haful- and it was almost 
exclusively on their evidence that MUll~r relie~. He refused to use 
evidenc~ frqm those who coulq not spe~kthe relevant languages. 

But whilst Mffller was enthusiastic about anth'ropology in these 
ways, he urged many cautions ofniethod and assumption, whi'ch we 
should now accept asabE!olutely-s~und~ He of course shared many 
assumptions with the ethnologists such as developmentalisrn, for 
instance, but he could not tolerate nurEiery psych,ology, nor the 
crude suggestion .that savages were primi thres. This later equation 
was of course, fundamental for theantnropologists, for it 
generated from a taxonomy the supposed his torical ,time into which 
progress and ~ survivaJs could 'be fitted. 'But Mffller' s main, 
objection was a question of language. For him, ' as' a· philologist 
aware of the difficulties involved in decid~ng the meaning of 
Greek texts and acquainted with the problems of translating 
Sanskrit manuscripts, he could not accept the way in which 
anthropologists drew such bold conclusions about societies whose 
languages they did not understand at all.; For him it was simply 
obvious th~t if you knew nothing about ·a people~s language then 
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you could know nothing about its culture. Anthropo,logists he' , 
thought could learn some caution from scholars,: 'what I have' 
ventured tosa:y on several occasions ie, letus Waft till we mow 
a little 1I1Ore of Hottentots arid ,Papuans~ le1; u$ wait 'till we ' ' 
know at leiasttheirlanguage ~ :tdr otherwise 'we''iD.!iy g6 hopelessly , 
wrc)l1.g'. (NaturalReligion:216)~Mffller reflebtedin his 1891 
pre~idential addiees to the anthropoibgicalsectiort of the B~itish 
Associationthat aIlthropology'has beeIl'raised to thedignitY,but ' 
also to theresponsibilityqf' areal sC1en6e'~5JHe said thai the" 
time would corrie when anacouiate'knowledgeof languagewould'be 
regarded as a sifiequa hcm of ahthropological work~when the need 
for a 'scholarlY conscience,' wQuld become ylear. He concludes the 
addres~ with the138 words:' 'if anthropology 18't6 maintain its 
hig~ po'sition/:is areal science,' it's alliailCE:l: with linguistic 
science cannot be too close'. ,) ," 

I shall start my discussiol;l of Mtiller qn'ethnological-isms' 
by exposing a lost cha.pter i11 the history of toteiaism. By this 
I mean to indicate my' annoyance' tha t Ltr"i-Straussnowhere make 
any reference to MUller's precocious remarks. We'retrtembertha t ,,' 
Levi-Strauss talks of'a totemic hysteriatMUller talks of' a 
tolemistic epidemic - and he lived through much ofi t. In Natural 
Relieion, he says this: ,'There,seeins to be a peculiar: fasCination
 
'in strange ,names ••• inorderto, eecure:..:clearhess of thought and
 
honesty of reasoning in the stUdy of religibn lam afraid these
 
tems (ani,mism, fetishism, totemism) ought to be sent into exile~
 
They ha.ve bec'ome dangerou s ~ •• ' (159-60).'" In an appendix- on" '
 
totemiSmin Anthropological:Re'li ion; 'he adds: 'All this is
es
thorougnly unscientific: to take a 'foreign word without accurately 
defining it and then to add'to'it the magical tennination' of ism, 
may~~"e a great deal oftrbuble, b:ut what is here'halled trouble, 
is in reaH ty' accurate thought'. (409) Muller claims (Nat. Relg. 
159; 522) that a totem is what it means to certain groups of Red 
Indians. There it is aclari:"mark,a visible symbolic sign, an ' 
eIIlblem such as primitive societies frequently used. And 'totem' 
should not be promiscuously Jsea or 'made a general term of 
comparison •. ' 'lnd:eed, everithe w6rd totem itself is 'wrong.-MUller 
ciairris, on the authority of Father Cuoq t a Can,adian philologist, 
that the proper word for fl:lffiily mark is ote (genitive otem) 
(Bioe;rapiw 6f~\Tords and the Home of the Aii'as 1888: 2491101). He 

". quotes Brin'ton commenting on 't:qe animate s;YrnbOlism employed 
. with such marked preference by the red raCe to express abstract 
ideas'. (Anthr. Relig: 407-8) • All this was written in the early 
1890.s,and if it does not make totemism unreal, at least its 
superiori ty to wha. t contemporary anthropologists were saying is 
absolutely clear. For MUller, totemism' was a civil institution 
among some Red Indian tribes by 'which groups'in a village chose 
emblems' to di$tingilish themselves. The beliefs in the sacredIless 
of the aniItlal;indesce'nt and so on werese'condary and grew up, 
as he says, 'natUrally'. 'The sign chosen 'became surrounded as the 
colours of a regiment are even now,bya halo of many recollections'. 
(Nat. Relig: 522). An uncanny parallel, for Levi Strauss makes 
exactly the same poitlt referHng to Lintoriis 'Rainbow" Division. 
(Le Totemisme Anjourd 'hui: l()).' I will bring this Iittle discussion 
to a close by saying that MUller was not alOne. Wi~terrritz, 
another otietltalist was asked by him to compiiethemassive index 
which forms Vol L of Sacred'Books of' the East. 'It was published 
in 1910 aftei many years labour and in an introductory note ' 
Wiriternitz remarks on the errors that had been made in-const~cting 
theories on the origin and development of religion before adequate 



materials were to hand (XIV).He goesqnto ~ay that in his ind~x ,
such. familiar t~rms astotemism. animism, tabu and fe.tishism· are 
all' excluded because they-refer tqthe theories not, to the ;facts of 
religion. Likewise the mythologist RQbertBrown Jnr •. who .in 
1898 wrote a :b90kdefending l\[tiller agE!.;in~t Lang' sjourl).$.],ismsays: 
'the~otemism of the ,'untutorE?d anthropo,l-ogist' is neceJ3sarily \ '" 
destined to an absolute collapse'. (Semitic Influenqe inFIellinic' 
Mythology: 203). 

The superio~i ty pfths scholarsover the ap.thropologist,s qn 
totemism is impressive, but I s}:lould not ha,ve,given it.such, 
prominence had. it been imisol/3:"\;edillciden.t.. .IhavespaceherEl 
only to outline M611~r's 'Slttitude to one' mere ethnological-ismi 
fetishism. As a stage, some f3aid the: firf3:'l,i in the ,evolution of 
religion, .i trested on the. ,testimony ofPor:tuguese sailors who, 
came back fromii\Test,Africa withstories ,of. strangelleliefs among. 
the negroes. Comte. misunq.erstood de Br.osses,hemisunderstood the 
sailors, and they never under~.toQd the negroes. ' Fetishism,says 
MUller has 'become a panacea. for· all. mythological troubles, and 
the acme was reached w}:len more recent.ly a fetish ... an African charm 
was defined as a totem (an American emblem):inhabited by an"" . 
ancestral spirit (an Indian cOllcept)' (Con.t;r-i'butionsto the ·Science' 
of Mythology:. 1891 :195). A~dfor MillleI' anyway it was quite. 
obviously a 'grammatical' error to talk of ,anyone worshipping a 
material object. The object must clee:rly symbolise something else. 
Mtiller's astuteness, however, resided not solely in his caution over 
these terms referring to what is conventionally called religion; 
it extended to social ,organisation also. 'Wi1;ri.i3:ss the following on 
caste (Six Systems of Indian Philosophy:. 1899~>ll-2). Resays that 
the word casta is a misleading term for understanding the social 
condi tions of ancient· India because. it was invented by Portuguese 
sailors who used.·itto describe any. social divisions that .struok 
their fancy; to al:/k .therefore. what casta means in India is like 
asking what ,it means in England or wha~t feitiqo means in Portugal. 
'What we really want to Jmow is what was. implied by such Indian words 
as Varna (colour) G~ti ,(kith) Kula (family) ,~,:IWavara· (lineage); . ., 
otherwis~ we shall have once more the.samec'onfl.lsionabou,t the' 
social organisation of ancient ,Il1dia as about ·Af'rican fe,1;ishism .or 
North ,American totemi,sm • Each foreign word should. always be kept 
to its own native meaning, or, if generalised for scientific 
purposes, it should be mas"\; carefully defined afre,sh.Otherwise , 
every social distinction will b~ called eas'te, every 13ticka 
totem, every idol a fetish ' • Or le:tme take, another custom, the 
couvade~ MUller did not like folklore method, fo!' it seemed,to 
him non13.ense to attempt wide, compa~isons of beliefs orinsti tutions 
before any of the examples used w813'reallY,understood -the 
similarities, for inf3tance, might .be merely superficiaL., He says 

(1891: 226) 'a comparison of sav~ge and civi.l:Lsed customs might 
be useful~ but, he maintains that 'we must possess a complete, ' 
insight into the one as well as into the other, before we can hope 
tootour comllari sons may be ·of real scie;ntific value'.. Speaking 
specifically of the couvade he says: (ibid :290) 'Unless the ~motive 
is the same, the custom is not the same; u;nless, ,the motive is . 
discovered the facts themselves are curious, but no more'. For 
motive we should read meaning, and thereisa great deal in this 
percept~ve remark on 'sameness' that I cannot. go into here. This 
quote will have to suffice. ' It may be said thp. t anybody can 
describe what he sees, even though unable to converse with the 
people. I say, DEilcidedly no .. ' .(1~91 Address: 10). '.One 0.£ lVItUler's 
ohief reasons for disliking folklore was tha tit ~ss\lmed to u.nder;;" 
stand you needed first to compare. MUller never denied that 



comparison could, be illuminating, but he did suggest it was absurd 
to exp.lain ;Vedicceremonies,fromsavage customs before attempting' 
to explain them from the "eda; itself (1897:-210) :":we need an ,,' , 
explanation from within notfroin without (ibid: 225) aswasinvolyed 
inethnolo~#oal compari son.lVIfHler disliked the way savages sE\eined 
to perform foranthrop61ogioal theorists and advises, (ibid' 292):,' , 
t If, we", yv;k$hto,makethe study of savageraces'rea'llYusarul we 'must 
try to free ourselves from all preconceived ideas and 'instead of 
looking for idols or for totems or fetishes, learn to accept and 
to understand what the savages themselves are' 'able to tell us. t 
Later (ibid: -451) he ,adds:, 'I am bound' to say, I know , as'yet, 
of few cases only 'i111here Tasirieuiians, Mirtcoupies, or Black£eet 'ha.ve ' 
proved half as usefulto'Us: as even SaYa'na's much abused 
commentary'. MUller, in his: publication of the Rig-Veda-Sanhi ta 
included; not without the critfcism of others ': the vast' 14th' 
centurycornrrientary of Sayana'. ' Though I cannot present any of the 
evidence here7 MUller imd'other Orienta,lists'had rehearsed our 
problem of the use ,of native models. Should one translate and not' 
consider the native exegesis, or should one slavishly follow the " 
native understanding ? "NeftheI', says I'..ffiller , (Sacred Books o£ the 
East: 1867 Prospectus) the,rtative comnientary',is absolutely-the 
essentialbeginning-tocomprehension,bi.1t we' should expect it to " 
contain errors; even a systematic bias,so that the scholar 
should begin with the native understanding and construct a 
translation-based upon a critical interpretation of that. 

'. I • . ' • 

Appendix Vto 'Anthropological Religion is called tOn the 
Untrustworthiness of Anthropological evidence" • MUller disliked 
'anecdotio'anthropology,which took fragments ,of evidence from 
societies whose languages were unknown and from sources whose 
reliability oould not be assessed. AslVIDller said (1897= 205) 
'I know woo tour da.ngers are nearer honie'~ t ,He, a translator 
and philosopher could not imitate the fearless anthropologist. Of 
them he said - and he 'was right - (ibid: 193) "They thought that 
their task was much easier thani t really is'. Now if a 
philosopher -Ma:cIntyte! 'Hampshire; the ghost 'o~ vfittgenstein; 
were to charge ustoday1n exactly these terms, 1t would be 
equally ,true•. WecaMot'simply dismiss' i tas a comment from 
another disoipline. We have,in short, as an academic subj,ect 
failed; we have not appreciated the extreme complexity of our task. 
We have not yet truly grasped What is involved i:hdoing 
anthropology well. 'That "neo-anthropology' will be demanding is 
very ciear from ArdeneI' , sMalinowski 'Lecture ,butas we incom
petently attempt to establish universals or simply try to 
comprehend something particular, we should look back to see what 
has already been achieved. The purpose 'of this paper was to suggest 
thatlVfUller belongs to a pastwhiOh we did, not know we possessed 
and that these achievements and this history are 'good to think 
with l • 

Fortes was able in' his inauguz;al lecture at Cambridge' to 
exclaim that we at last had a true science of anthropology. The 
predecessors of Malinowski'seemed merely to get in'theway'of this 
achievement,. I can only exp.:t'E;Jss my complete disagreement•., Compared 
to the significance of the problems with which our Victorian 
predecessors grappled, I regard much of the work of British social 
anthropologists in this century as trivial; it could have been 
left to'sociologists. :And besides their own obvious theoretical 
failings, I regard, ,it as the greatest insult of these who have 
dominated our discipline to'have ignored,their history, to have 
pretended that they have done better by not continuing the'concerns 



with which their ancestors wrestl~d.Butoonventionallywe'are 
descended from Frazer, and scholar though hewas~ he Wl:lS the least 
original, of them all (see leach. 1965). ItiS.a nonsense to accord 
him such a place of honour when there are other~ of'MUller's 
stature not accorded any recognition at all. Many'of oilrimportant 
notions w,i thin reoent: deoades have: come ,from outiilidethe 
discipline"andi;l1,(3 su'ggestion here :is that MUller be'lOhgs to a 
'past I of which we- ought tope more, cQnscious~ Wemve,:in, brief, 
robbed ourseivesof valuableihsights by notthiTIkingabout this 
lineage of men' who weTe similarly outside our discipline ,and who, 
in lV1611er' sease, would not have wished to 'have been called an 
anthropologist. It is now many years since Jarvie's ,'Back to' 

8Frazer's.logaA:W,~syOiO$d. Apart from Frazer being the worst 
possible choic:e, ,I ,shall conclude with this remark. 'I'~~..,: 
historical, essay looks forwards not back. ,Oile does not simply 
want to give a'mana place in our 'history. 'The' ':N~turn' is no 
more real than that of de SaUssure who, reflecting on the classical 
grammarians claimed that linguistics 'reitournera ••••mais- dans un 
esprit nouveau et avec d'autres proc6d~s -' (119). One wishes 
merely to suggest' that in certain ways lVItlller's astuteness exceeds 
that of many of our professors, that many of hisviews",belbng to 
the very present of our discipline. Jf'I have glanced back, it 
should ,be clear that my mind has really been oh our future,' and the 
immense problems with which we shall require much assistance in 
creating an anthropology that-deserves to exist. ' 

lV'181colm Grick~ 

Notes 

1.	 This a~ticle is a short~hed version ofapaper read at a 
research class at the Institute'of Social Anthropology, 
Oxford, dur:i,ng Hilary Term 1912. It represents thef~rst
fruits of six months research on Max MU~ler. The essay is 
ded:l.catedto Exeter College,Oxford," and her talented sons 
A.M. Hocart and E~E. Evans-Pritchard. ", '. 

2.	 On the production of the,editio prinoeps qf the Rig-Veda, 
MUller spent, the first h~il.f of hisaoade-nico life." .. 

3.	 Because his mod,e qf composition, it, is, diff:i,cult'to know 
exactly what Wittg~nstein read,but,it may be interesting to 
note that Wittgeilt~ints phrase 'family likenesse,s' or . 
'resemblances' if! used frequently.in MUller's work. It is 
used firstly, with:regard to the organisation of various 

,~versions of mliUiusc;ipts I;lccord,in,g to",the dj,.stribution of 
,	 errors, and secondly to' refer to fea-puresshared,by , ' 

i;hemembers of alangua'ge family~ MUller's use pre,dates 
the appearance of the term'in Galton's essay tOn Composite 
Portraits' in J.A.I. 1819. ' ' 

4.	 I am conscious of ,the fact that I have 'only g:fven ,part of 
Wittgenstein ",the intoler'ant,'and 13oci.oloSicai~y less 
interesting aspect.' On the other hBnd, this brief discussion 
represents only a part of MUller. He - and unlike his 
anthropological contemporaries - displays in his work on 
religious thought some of thOl;l,El :';charitable' aspects which 
charact~rizethe later Wittgenstein and which do not-appear 
in the ,literali,st anthropologists.. ' , 



See also (1) 'MY, Prede,oessors' l688: 492-3 where he speaks 
of ,1.ltiiitariapmoral philO,sophy as 'jugglery '. He points. 
,out that ',good ' like other words has a range of meanings. 
It: ,ws:iqnesense in moral pb,i10$ophy, .but also 'can mean 
'~ffe~tive'., T,his, ;La1;ter.se:ns,e;:,is not one, with which 
ethics t;Las any, cOoncern; ,:u:tilitarianism. isa simple: 
con:t:usionof these ,two senses. (2) Three Introductory 

'lectures, on the Science of Thought 188T= 19-84 where ' 
; hesay~ that;,' true .philoSOphy is a constant katharsis 
, ofourwords'.o:-'".He refer~l there to somersaults in the , 

histo+y gf philosophy apd <;:a.lll3material1i,sm a: ','grammatical, 
blunder'''. 

6. See thecorrespond,ence. appendi.x, to TP,ree'1ecture.son ·the 
Science of Thought 18.87e.speci.a.lly thelaat letter by 
Mt.fj.,J.,e.:r; Jmdlfis letters to Galton. Readers of de ·Saussure's, 
Cours w,ill know the g+:eatuse ,to w1:lich' he puts the chess 
analogy, ~nd its appearance, and the discusJ3ion of signs, 
in. g~ne+al, by, MUller rnaJl" have a :.;lignificanceforthe. history 
ofide.as. Sa.?ssure, HkeMUller was an Indo-European . 
phiIo;logist; and dl;'), Saussure refers to his 1861. lectures on, . 

. languli\ge, a.f:i' brilliant, but goes on to add, rightly, '/' 
,'mais ;cen'est pas par exc~s. de conscience.qu' i1 a peche 

;,(1949 :16). One should Jurther say. that, MtnIer, defines 
mythology (1891: 35), a~ the re;sul t of So pathologicaL reaction' 
of the ' sign' ~m the 'signified'. ,For l\iIDller,asfor de, 
Saussure the 'signified' is a psychological reality. To 
these remarks one must add that the term 'sign' has a long 
history in philosophy. Locke in his Essay (called by F. 
Lange in his History of N~terialism a 'critique of language') 
asserts that words are signs of concepts andnot of things. 
Also, it must be said that components of Saussure's thought 
- language as an institution, for instance - would more 
likely have been derived from the writings of the Yale , 
SanskritistW.D. Whitney, whom de Saussure rated libove 
MUller~" ' 
See also Wiili~, 'l'homson' s book' Outline' of the ,Necessary 

, Uiwsof' thought· (3rd ad. 185'3) to whic:h)VIfnler appended his 
'Essay 'on '!nd:lan'log:Lcf.'In'thiswork, Thomson has a 
ch~pter 0'1 language; 'i~ ;Which'there is a discu~,~idn of , 
different types ofsi~S. ':He a180 "suggests that verl;>a:t' 
languageisan~lytic-from'whichjWhqrfi~n' coficll;lsion~ 
'ai'edr~wri, whereas the sighstri'th~ lahgtlage of art are 

'cbmpol;li tive' and nave' to 'be"'unf61ded.'. ' , ' 
Theev:Ldence "is mainly in;' S'.B~E.' PI-ospedttis; WIle'±, '$ 
His tor of Ancient Sanskrit 1iteratur~ (~859); p:r;efaces 
to Vols r:tI1856 'and IV. 1862 'Of the Rig-Veda';;;Sanhi t? 
Briefly, the issue "revolves around'lvmller 1 s iriclusionof the, 
native commentary ih h:ls'editioprinceps~'cifl,dhis critique 
of the principles aq.optedby H.U. Wil~6n i~his translation 

", of"thi3 Rig-Veda.' . . ," , ' ' 
See Jarvie: The Iievolution in'Anthr60lo" (1964). 
'Subsequent debate ..;'see esp. Leach ,1965 ' show that JarVie 
knewVeij Ii ttl:e abo'lit Frazerdr MalinoWski. 
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ADAM FERGUSON (1723-1816) 

Adam Ferguson 1#as <';\,remabkab:L~ ,person and,in, my opinion1 thoug1;l 
much neglected,' one of the major figures in the 'history of so'ciological 
thought. The son of a minister and a child <of the'Manse,hehad 
the clistinct~on, or,may we say, advantage, of having served forsqme 
years as Chaplain to. 'the4~1,d Regiment or. i The Black Watch ' , 
(he fought, so it is said, 'at the battle of Fontenoy); and he was 
unique among the Scottish moral philosopherg in that he was a 
Gaelic-speaking highlander.' He appears; to have been a rug3ed 
character, sometimes rather difficult;aOultra-conservative and 
and an anti-Stuartfand'when one reads about his life one can 
well understand what he meant when.b.e, said that men are a~ their\ 
best: when they havedifflculties to surmoUnt. ' 

.. : -, ; "r;": 

To estimate Fergusqnonemust. see hi1Il and his Mritings in 
the inteliectual setting ofh:ls time and place; and for this it 
might be necessary to dwell on the' Jacobi te" troubles, the 
suppression of Scottish indep.end,ence, rapid economic changes, 
and an element of provincial isolation and'iariguage difficulty. 
Without go1riginto 'thehistbrical arid -social setting however it 
will be i~fficient'to note'how much Ferguson was an intellectua+ 
child of .hi,s time if I mention ·the, names of Hume, Reid, Adam 
Smith, w!d. MO,n tbo,d~o ,\ .ior\i Kames, . John Miiiar and Ferguson ' s 
pupil and his successor in the Chair of Moral Philosophy at 
Edinbu.:rgh,' DUgald StewartoTiuly' 'ScotlaiJ.d's Agttstan age'; two 
of whom are of particular interest for us, the man I am going 
to tal,K~b?~lltJlo}(an,d wrd Kames. , , 

FEG:~gUsbrireceivedrecogni tron'at the time he'wrote, especially 
in Germany;' :where he had much influence on Schiller and others• 
.Also; ;inF!rance, Sa:iIl!t",~imqn.and ColTlte owed much .to hini. In our 
owh country, and later, J. S• Mill fully ac1qlow+.~dged his debt 
to him. Nevert~eless he has since b'een' forgotten, :more or less, 
for qver a century and a revival, though,nqt:a g~neral one, in : 
his writings has only recently, taken place - regre~fully one has 
to say in America· ('Lehman, 193"f,and Kettler; 1965) and Germany 
(Kaneko, 1904, and Joglapd;,,19.59;) ,and, notion hi,sown country. 

Ferguson left the ~inistry of the Church of $cotland in 
1754 to becoD'leProfe,ssor,' firist of all 'of NaturaJ. Philosophy and 
then ~f Pneumatic and Moral Philosophy at Edinburg~, and it was 
there'hewrote his'hooksduring ~a long life on a vcl.riety of 
philosophical, (as he ~d; his contempor~ries understood the word) 
subjects. His first and best known ~ork, the one ~ am for the 
most part going to restrict my commentsto,was An Essay on the 
History of Civil, Soq:i;ety (1769)., Ido not think h,is Institutes 
of Moral Philosophy (lecture notes, 1772) or his Principles of 
Moral and Political sCience' (two large v61l.unes,'1'792) add much 
of sociologicalilllpqrtance to what he hqde;aid.in hil?first 
book; i~ both there is much tedious moralizing and what 18th 
century 'philosophers 'regarded as psychology';'Isuppose that was 
only to have' been expected of a moral philosopher of the period, 
especiaJ,ly o,:t:a Scq,ttish Calvini.st one. ;Mol, th~Slaqle,on~ cAA~t 

times sympathize with Hume's irritation and even Sir Leslie 
Stephen's stricture of superficiality. Ferguson's The History 
of the Progress and Termination of the Roman Republic (1783), 
a favourite topic among writers of the time, comprises five 
volumes of almost pure,n,arrative spiced with some rhetoric. 
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This work has little sociological value; but it is only fair
 
to say that Ferguson \'Jaa a very good classical sciiolar.,
 

The Essay is B; fascinating book if you li~e; as I do. the
 
ornate, even florid Or inflated English 18th century style of
 
writing. One has, it is true, to put up with a 'good deal of
 
sententious verbosity (the book is 430 pages long), ,but in
 
spite of all the moralizing there is much soUnd tholJ.ght in the
 
]:§..say, which'; it should be. said right away, shows throughout
 
and very clearly the influence of Montesqtlieu, as Ferguson
 
him;:;elf says~ "'It should perhaps also be added that Hume, whose
 
successor he was as Keeper of the Advocates' Library in Edinburgh,
 
though they were great friendS and much adIDiredeach ot~er;
 
regarded the book unfavourably with regard to b6th'styieand
 
content (not that that should necessarily discourage us). If
 
we are to make any fu~ther comments on the authorispersonal
 
life 'and values as reflected in his writings it may be said
 
that while he abandoned his cle~ical career he did not go out
 
of his way, like Condorcet for instance, to attack Christianity.
 
After all, he had once beeh'a Minister and,a Chaplain. He
 
became I suppose what one might describe as som~ so~t of'Deist:
 
there is much 'The Author "of Nature' ,: and much of the reasoning

from'design i .' " , , " " , ," 

Ferguson's book illustrates many of the basic assumptions 
we find in modern social anthropology. In the first place he 
says that the desire 'to give some account of the earliest form 
of human society has led to fruitless enquiry and wild suppositions 
because, while the natural historian thinks himself obliged to 
collect facts and not to offer mere conjecture, 'it is only in 
what relates to himself~ and in matters the most important, ,and 
the'mosteasily known, that he substitutes hypothesis instead 
of reality ••• (p. 3-4). Here we have a clear statement of the 
scope of a stUdy of human societies - they are part of nature and 
must be stUdied, as'is any other part of nature, 'by observation 
and induction. ' 

Especially in the study of early man must conjecture be
 
avoided. It must not be assumed, as it soofte~is, that a mere
 
negation of what we find among ourselvesis a sufficient
 
description of man in his original state. This is simply
 
jUdging by bur own standards and is, moreover, going beyond, or
 
against, the testimonies of those who have had opportunities of
 
seeing mankind in their rudest conditions. Nor is direct
 
observation replaced by the w~itten traditions ofa people about
 
the earlier phases of their history. 'These are for the most
 
part mere conjectures and fictions of SUbsequent ages 'and bear
 
the stampef the times through which a people has passed rather
 
than that to 'which the descriptionf5 are supposed, to relate (he
 
was thinking of the Iliad and Odyssey and aiso of writers'
 
like Vergil and 'I'asso,who give Us historical information only
 
about the conceptions and sentiments of the" age in which they
 
wrote)~ In spite of 'all this excellent advice Ferguson, like
 
most of his contempories,relied largely on introspection,
 
'using historical 'examples, taken from 'such classical authors 
as he knew,when they illustrated or cOrroborated conclusions 
reached by deductions from philosephica~ axioms or psychological 
speculations rather thin from the facts themselves. 



,It is true that man, unlike, the beasts, is endowed 'not with 
just instinctb~t also with intelligence and \""ill and so shapes 
his own destiny up to a'point, though, it must be ,added, only up 
to a' point.', For societies, being natural, do not develop by 
will ordesignbut'of their own nature, like trees: 'Hewhb first 
said '!I will appropriate this field; I will leave it to my heirs"; 
did, not 'perceive, that he wae laying the foundation ,of civil laws 
and political establishments' (p. 186). Men, that is, arrive at 
ends' they may not aim at; they are fr,eeto choc,>se but they cannot 
predict what will happen as a r~sult of their choice, for qocieties 
arise from instincts and not from speculations; so that what 
happens'is "indeed the result of human action, 'but not the execution 
of any human, design' (p.187) ~ " Institutions spring out of the 
general conditions of a society and a+e' not the conscious creations 

'of men, far less of any partic'ular man, however gifted. Statesmen 
who, think that they control events are like the fly in, the fable 
who, thought it was turning the wh~el on which it ,sat. ' How often
since'haye sociologists told us thiE?, 'especially ,the Marxist ones: 

,Since man iS,essentially a'soqial creature he cannot be
 
understood except as a member of a group. So our first task is
 
to get some idea of the nature of a social group. All accounts
 



from all pa~ts of the earth 'represe~t mankind as assembled in 
troops and co.npanies. • '. (p. 4). Therefore ~ I Hankind are-.to 
be taken in groups," as they have always subsisted. T!ie hist.ory 
of the individuai,~s but a detail of the sentiments and thoughts 
he has e~tertainedin the view of his species: and every 
experiment relative to t11.i$ subiject shouldbe'made, w:Lthentire 
societies, not with'single~nien' (p. 6). Then again: 'Mank~nd 
have always wande,r~d' or settled,agreed or qtmrrellecl, ,in troops 
and compani'es.' 'I'heca:use' of their assemblihg,'whatever it be, is 
the principl~of the'iralliance or union' (p.23}.' :In tp.e 
.!?tinciPles we read 'Families maybe considere'd,a.st'he' elementary 
forfilsof society or' establis,hments the most irtd:espensibly 
ne'cessary to the existence and:' presei'vaHon' of the kind ' • The 
fam,ily'in sbmeform 'or; otheris,universal.Comte was to say 
vefy much the Sarne. ' 

The study of man is therefore a study of institutions in 
re'lation to one another' in the total cond{tionsoflife, 
including natiot\.alchatacter and climate (Ferguson picked up 
some od'd ideas about the infl'uence of climate from 1V~ontesquieu). 
He discusses atlength,closely,followingtheclassifi'dation and 
method of artalysisof'Montesquieu,' the nature of various forms 
of government" democrAtic, aristocrat:Lc,monarchicC3:1 and despotic, 
observing'the circumstan.ces in,wh'i'cheach ;is found 'and the various 
forms of other insti tutfons ;found with eaqh. He discusses' the' 

'beginnings of prope;rty, in agricultural and PCistoral,societies 
(this notion of 'pro?erty and thepartit has 'played in social ~ 
development was, perhapsrightly~anobsession among philosophers 
of the' period) and thedistributiori of', these two types of societies 
over the' earth's su:i'face' arid with referedce to clfmate and some 
oftliemaincultural featureS of each. 13oth,however, show the 
beginli:Lngs:6fproperty'and the'inequalities'and'subordination, 
Which go'with'it, and jurisdiction'arid'gqverntrl~ritt.th:i.chaccompany 
them. Property comes about in passing from the savage to the~ 
barb~ous state. He aiso discusses'howsuperstition'disputes 
with valour (he never quite ceases to 'be acsoldi~rr the roaqto 
powe't':,' the 'rriag1.9 '1tJ?rid' comes in competition with ~ tne sword" itself' 
(p. 161 l, - cpGondo:tc,~t, )""rt;lzer and othershI1ediscusseshow 
population grows with increase in wealth and security (here again 
cpo Cond6rcet(arid is' always 'limited by the ll1eahS, of 'subsis,tence. 
Re has an'exceilent discussion ,of the circumstances in which 
cuttural borrowing tiili~s' place (p-. 25 seq.)'. 'A].so how as a, ' • 
result or' borrowing'knowledge increases:' ,j When nations' succeed one 
another' in the career'6r q.iscoveries' and inq'tiiries,' the last:is 
always' the most" knowing!, ,Systems of science are grtLdually formed. 
The globe its~lfis traversed by degrees, and th~ history of every 
age~ wllenpast,i,s an' ac'cessionofknowledg;e'to those who succeed. 
The : Romans were'm.oie' .1b;1owing' than' the Greeks;' ,: and' every' scholar 
of modern EUt-ope:,is in this, sense ,more'let;lrned:tp.tm the most 
accomplished persorithat' ever "bore e1ther' of those" celebra.t'i:ld , 
names., ' B",tis':he on that accdunt their ,'supei'ior?'(p'.'44) - , 
(bnce<agEtin cp~: Conp-ai-eet.)' Artyhow, no 'people borrow$ ',from' . 

, an6therunles;$ th~Yare.'ready' fo't- theloan~: H~' discusse~ many 
,other ,tppics of imthropolo€;1cal; interest ';';;' a1;1. of which'! cannot, 
,obviously, enter 'in.'to :ilow'~,' ~hrdughohf he' adhere'S' to his general 
viewp'oint,that' cuJ.ture,like society, is '$. 'naturi3.1 growth,' "
 
collectively proa,4CEld, andhavingitlf sXis'ttmce"'outside, and"
 

'apart from'ihdividualrriihds, which they shape~ Was not DU,rkheim
 
to say much the ~ame as h:i..s,ma:ln':-tllesiSa' century later?
 

, "', :" .~ , 
: ,', ' ",' ~. ~. -, ~ ,'., 

~ .. '. 
• : • .; ... I 
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Since I cannot appreciate all he wrote, I sha.ll m~ntion 

only two of. the topics he h·cated t . as e;h:amples of his sociological 
insights - wa!' aI)dthe divisioh of labo.ur - in both of. 1I/[1ich h;i.s 
idea of a ,socie:hy.beingsome·kindof sYf3tem,pf balanced parts 
comes out qUite clearly. Apollci tal st!''4c;ture,i,s ';;J,. system of 
opposed 'groups. The H()t'Gentot:;3i ;he. says,quc'U.pg~olben,raid 

each other :forcatt+e and women, put they only:dQ· this to bring 
thEdr neighbours to 'war : 'such de:predationsth~~;.aren:otthe' '. 
foundation of 'awar, but the effects ofa hostlle,J,nJ;ention 
alraady c9nce,ived. ~he .nationsoiNorth. AmerJ.ca,' who have flO 
herds, to p~eserve, nor settlemeritst9defend,ar'e yetenga,ged 
:L'1a:lm,ost. p~rpet'lfalwar6' for~hiqh theyc(massign. no reason, 
but. the,po.i~t of honou,r, and a <ie·~ire.tocont~h~etb:e .struggle ' 
thEdrfathers main:tained. They' do not :r'egarq. the. E3poils .ot an 
enemy; .and the warrio'r who has seized any 'boq·b,. eas1lypar,ts' 
with it to the first person who comes in his' way' (p.33). . . 
J.n other words, wars arise not so much froll! an opposition of
 
interest~as of senti:m~p.ts, and the f;ll~pposed' causes of war av,e
 
only its occasions - . the, real cause is to' .be looked for' in t4e
 
functioning of the ,pol:Lhca1atructure: 'But it is in vain to
 
expect ,that we cang1ve,to.' themulti'tude of a people a sense iof
 

. union amo~g themselves, ~;i.thout:adJriit ting ,hostility 'to those who
 
·oppose them., Co~d ~e atc;mce,inthecase of any nation,
 
extinguish'the,emulation which.is exciteA.fr6m aoroad, we.s:hoUld
 
probably. break' or we.aJten the bands ofJ~oCiety at .. :horne ,arid .close
 
thebl,lsi~~t sce~e;~"'o(Ila~ion.al occupati6nsfi!Jld'virtues' (p. 3,7).
 
Again;. "l'he. sqc:i;ety and concouree of other men, are not more ..
 
necesf:1arytoform thei~dividual,than :tb.~·rivalship and.'
 

.' c;ompetition of' nations .sreto inv:i,.goratethe· principJ.es of. . 
political life in.astat~' (pp~ 182-3). At~~ens was necessary 
to Sparta (for which state and way of life .Ferguson had great 
admiration) as s~eel is to flint in m~ingfire. When the. 
kingdoms of Spain united and'the great :f:Lefsin ,FrEmce' 'were' 
annexed to the' crOwn ilie nation~ ,of Gre~tBrL~ain'were joined. 
SoCial gr9l,lpS, tha.t is,.ll1aintaintheir 'coheeion·t~oughoPP9sition 
to .like gro"lPli3. Hence the structUral .necesli31ty of :war ~poth 
hot and cqld (cp~ fl~pi.owics). Inan()tJ:ierpa.rt of h~s bop~he 
says 'small· and simple tri!)es, \:ho in th~~ domestic'509i~ty.. 
have the #rme~t un;ion, are'in their s~~te of oppqsit:t.onas .• 
separate !lations, frequEmtly animated with ',the mos:'; implacable 
hatred ••.• Ev,en where no partJ.cul!ilrcla.1m:' -to sUPeri()ri ty is' .. 
formed, th,fil repugnance,- to union, thetreqlj,~ntwa.rs,'or rather 
the perpetual hostilities, which t~ep~aceamong:r'l,lde nations 

.' and' separate clans, discover how much' 0\11'." species. ;is dieposed to
 
oPPositiOnt 'as "iell a,.s to concert" (pp•. '30':'31). . ....
 
'. ' '.' -.	 ..' -'-" . ' .. 

. My secO'nQe~pl.e,is what Fergu~Q~saY~;~boutdiyi,sion of 
labour. . A. peop;Le can In¥e no 'g,;reat prqgress in .Cll1tiva:ting the 
art~'()f life.llntil.they·~ve committed.to,different persons .~he 
seye:r'a+ tasks .which r~quire ~,pec,uli'ar skillan,d attention~ '. 
Thi!3 can,no t .be do~e' iiitp,e ,:;3avag;e stage'; and" only partly in the 
bar1?.arian&~age. All. this chaD.Ses ·with·gr.e,~~er prosperity. and 
the development of pf'operty, and then, we. J~et dfvi,sion of labO\lr, 

.	 not only' in producti6ri bllt in all theactivities'ot li3oci8.11ife: 
politics., .w~r,. civil gc;>vermnent, cornme:rce and so ori. '. ;Th~se . 
sepeiate prof~ssions are mad~," 'like:'th:ep~rti3¢f,an Emgine, . to 
concur to a pur,p0E!e ,wi,thoutimy con~ert 6t th~ir own '(pp.: 278-9). 
'~e" savage ,who kriowBno distinction'b~t. t~t "or his'merft, of 
his sextor of.h~s species,. and to whom hiscormriunityisthe 
sovereign object of his affection, 'is astonished tof1.nd,thEit in 
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a scene of this nature, his being a mall does not qualify him for 
any station wh~tever; he flies to the woods with~~zemGnt, distaste, 
and aversion' (p.278) •. Then again: 'Even the savagesti;LI less. 
than the .citizen, can be .made· .toquit tha. t manner of life. ·in which 
he is trained: he loves that freedom of mind which will not· be 
bound to any task, and which owns no superior: how~ver tempted to 
mix with polished nations, and to better his fortune, the first 
moment of liberty brings him back to the woodsagain ••• ' (p. 145). 

Division of labour is no less a:ground for subordination than 
difference in natural.talents·ahd dispositions and the unequal' 
division of property·; and .it results in differentse~ of values 
and modes of custom in each class or profession in society, just 
as types of.society have·their special character ... the.Roman is 
a soldier, the Carthaginian a merchc;nt; and the. subjec~s of a: 
republic .and a monarchy differ in their outloo~s, aims. and behaviour. 
Nevertheless, societies in which there has taken place ,division of 
labour, in spite of,divergences,Present a uniform st;r:uctural 
similarity. The .general point Fex:guson is making is. that just 
as apolitical society forms part of a system ofsuch societies, 
maintained in a balance through opposition, so internally'the 
same society is. a system of classee,. ranks; professionEi, etc., 
which have an interdependence, it being precisely thie whicA 
determines the moral solidarity of a complex society (cp.Durkheim). 
Furthermore he says 'But apart from these considerations, the 
separation of professions, while it seems to promise improvement 
of skill, and is actually the cause why the prodllctionsof every 
art become more perfect as commerce advances; yet in its' .' 
termination, and ult:i,.mat.e effects" serveEi,· in some measure, to 
break the. bands of society, to substitute form in place of . 
ingenuity, and to withdraw individuals from the common scene:pf 
occupation, on which the sentiments 0'£ the heart, and the minp., 
are most happily employed' (p. 334). 

There are many correspondences one could draw attention to
 
between wha.t Ferguson is saying. here· and what others·' have. said.
 
before and since, but I shall· make .only two., comments.. . The firs t
 
is a reference to the purelY,histor~cal question, whether Ferguson
 
got what. he wrote. about the diyision of labour, or.at 8.fly rate an
 
indication of its significance, from his Coeval Adam Smith..
 
Probably he did,throllgh lectures and·privateconverse. -The
 
second comment is that it has been said ,that Ferguson had the idea
 
that what. fo:J.l()ws division of labour is what later came to be
 
termed 'alieni3.tion'. For this he got a pat on .the back from Karl
 
Marx (e.g. The Poverty of Philosophy, 1910, pp.109 and' ,187); and
 
in a way it is true, for he saw, and stated, clearly that division,
 
spe<::ializati(m,~ can,bring about wl,lat, Du.,rkheim called anomie, make
 
aman feeltbat he does not, belong fully to the societyof·which,·
 

. he . is a member, make him fly .' to: the 'w()ods '. What he wro,te may also 
be 'linked to .whe.t has been"wr:! tten al:>out Gemeinsc,haft and 
Gesellschaft. 

As I have remarked earlier., Ferguson: has much to. say on many
 
topics to which ina brief lecture: I. OM only mak,e allusion.. The
 
Mthropologist will note that he was very interested in primi tive 

what he called 'rude' or 'savage'or'bi3.rbarous' peoples .. a
 
study of whose social life he considered most valuable in that
 
itenabl~Qus to make signigicant compari~ons bet~een the simpler
 
societies and the more complex (cp. Hqpbes,Locke, Rousseau).
 
He gives a good account, based on Jesuit sources, of what was then
 



, known 0 f the American 'Indians, and in his chapter'Of Rude Na tions
 
prior to the E5tablishment of Pt'operty~ (pp.125se'q.) he makes
 
many sensible and penehaHngobservatio~s,about these savages,
 
though "on the whole he tends -toI'omanticise them somewhat. His
 
brilliant andacutely senBi ti \Te skit on travelle'rs' 'reports is
 

" 'highly amusing.' 

However, j Teaving' manY topics:aside, i twill, beevident to you 
from what has already been said that Ferguson,conce'iving,as he 

, did" of !societies being natural systemEil of some 'kind, and hence
 
tl'lat,t:hey dan be studied as such much asthenatliral sciences
 
study thephenomena with whicli,they deaJ. it 'was necessary ,for
 
hint, to' hold also "tha t 'there aregeneral'sdciological laws
 
('principles') to be discovered,by: 'reference to which Variations
 
can be explained.'," In colleCting the materials 'of'history,we
 
aV8seldom willing to put up witho1.lrsubject merely as we find
 
it. ,weare loth 'to 'be embarrassed'with a multiplicity:of
 
particulars, and apparent incop,sistencieso In thlilory we ,profess
 
the investigation ,of general,'principles; and in order to bring
 

,the matter of oUr inquiries 'within, the reach of our comprehension,
 
are disposed 'to adopt any system' (pp~' 23-4).Aga,in:, 'To collect
 
a ,multiplicity of particulars 'under general ,heads,' and to refer a
 
varietY'ofoper.ations to: their common principle, ,is the object of
 
scie:6.ce' (p~40). May I quot'ehiri'l'again ... 1: prefer on a matter of
 
this kind to quote than toparaphrase-:~Inorder 'to have a
 
general and comprehensivekilowledge of the whole, we must be
 
determined on' this, as on every other subje'ct', to overlook many
 
particulars and'l$ingulatities,distinguishing different
 
governments; to fix our attention ort certairtpoints; in which
 
many agrea;'and' thereby establish a few general heads, under
 
which'the subject may be distinctly considered.' When we hav,e
 
marked 'the characteristics which form the geneJi'al'points of
 
coincidence; when we have pursued them to their consequences in
 
the several modes of legislation, execution, and judicature, in
 
the'establishmentswhi'Ch relate ,to police, commerce, religion, or
 
domt!lstic life; we have made,an:acquisition of,knowledge,which,
 
thollghit does not supersede the necessity of experience, ma:y
 
serve todi,r-ec t· our inquiries; and, in the midst o'f affairs 1 to
 
'give an oraer and. a method for the arrangement' of .particulars.
 
that'occurto'our obserVation' (pp. 97-8). So we have to fix, '
 
our' attention on the' sJ:gnifican,t 'general' fea tu.res of, social'
 

, institutions and overlook; many particulars' and singularities

mere events ' and, personalities; "these are ' accidents'. ,A
 
Cla'ssification' of' types may 'then be made; and must' be made, if
 
any general and ' comprehensiv~ , laws 'are' to: be :teach,~:c:i;' this is '
 

"	 the manner in which all the natural s"cienceshave proceeded: 
theY',A.;tV'e traced facts to their general'laws; He 'lays' the same 
emphasis onth~diffe±-ence'between' the 'mere, reeor'dihgof, facts' 
and their relEiti(!)rt to la.wsin the' msti tutes>and th~·'Principle's: 
history is,conQe:rne'd'with' the detail of particulars;' science 
with general principles (laws). 

l'If tli~reare gerieralpi'incip1.e~ they must be dynamic principles 
,fQr,,'J.,·1ke' 'most 'of his' contempOi'aries,~erguson;was 'chiefly . 
interested in the s'tudy, of social 'development. . Iildee'd', he tells 

,us, the great difference between man and ,ariimalsis'tha;t 'in the 
human kind, the species 'has a progress as well as the individUal; 
,they bUi~din~very subsequ:ent age onfoundati6ns formerly laid ••• 
(p.. ·7). Every sCllolar in' Europe ,is more learned:than'the most 
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accomplished of the: Greeks and Romans, though this dOes not mean 
th8. t he, is their superi()r~IIow often have we 'been told this, that 
dwarfs on the backs of gi~~ts see further than the giants themselves? 
If Iinay quote our author again: 'This progress in the case of man 
is continued to a greater extent than in that of any other animal. 
Not only the individual advances from infancy to manhood, but the 
species itself from rudeness to' civilization' ,(pp. 1-2). AdaI)1 
Ferguson was a great believer in J>rogress and law!? of ,progress. 

Now, the method to be used in making the historical 
reconstruction nec~ssary for the earlier phases of a people's 
social development so that the pripciples of progress can be revealed 
is that of what Duglad Stewart called 'conjectural', that is, 
hypothetical, history. Early phases in the history of our own 
societycan,it was supposed, beknoWl1by' observation: ,pf how people 
now live who are still in those stages. 'What should distinguish 
a German or a Briton, in the habits of his mind or his body, in 
his manners or apprehensionE, trom an American (Indian):, ,who, like 
him, with his bow and his dart, is left to traverse the' forest; and 
in a like severe or variable climate, is obliged to subsist by the 
chase. If, in advanced years, we would form a just notion of our 
progress tromthe cradle, we must have recourse'tothe.nursery, and 
from the example of those who are still in the period of life we 
mean to describe, take our representation of past manners, that 
cannot, in any other way, be recalled' ,.(p. ,122.). ' Ferguson's 
interest in savages was chiefly that they illustrated a phase, he 
supposed, in our owri history; 'and the evidences ,of prehistory 
give support to his supposition. 

As always, the conception of laws '('principles') combined
 
with the notion of progress inevitably led Ferguson to formulate
 
a'paradigm of stages drawn up.oncriteriaof production and
 
productive relations. With these ecomomic stages go certain types
 
of institutions and certain cultural traits. The criteria of
 
Ferguson wer~ mu~hthe same, and understandably so, as those of
 
other writers who reflected on the different forms of society still
 
to be observed (e.g. Condorcet)., The earliest stage is that of
 
hunting, fisping, or collecting the natural produce of the soil;
 

-in which there is little property and scarcely even the beginnings 
of subordination or government. The next stage is that of herders, 
who have property~d hence distinctions between rich and poor, 
patron and client, master and servant. This ,distinction 'must 
create a material difference of character, and may furnish two 
separate heads, under which to consider ~lie history of mankind in 
their rudest state; that of the savage, who is no.t ;yet acquainted 
with prpperty; and that of the barbarian, to whom it iS t although 
not asc:ertained by laws, a principal objec::t!<~;f care and desire'. 
(p~124). Property is the mother ofpr9gress,for it implies 
laWs andnabi ts .,of.. industry Xcp. Conao~et).',·.Ip. ail this Ferguson 
leans heavily on Montesquieu. . 

" "",:'rn, fact· wE/see in this book the essential ideas which make
 
Montesquieu's Esprit so brilliant and original a classic. There
 
is the same insistance on an objective study of social facts and
 
on the' need. to re'achforniulatioris of "a., ~enera1: kind 'based on a
 
systematic comparison of societies. There is also the same
 
emphasis on the logical consistency between series of social facts
 
that we are· later to find Sd strongJ.y emphasized by Comte,and
 
the need to explain institutions by reference to their functions
 
in the activitiesof'~hetotalsociety rather than by reference to
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doctr-ines or-phi;Losophical. axioms. about 6OCiaJ.---J..if.e-or~h1).mannature 
(not that he always l~veci up to his exhor-tations"in this respect). 
Where he differs most from Montesquieu is in a 1i10rerigid". thQugh 
far froJ;l1mechanical} idea of what.might constitute a. sociological 
law, and in the notion 6f iulilinear s6<:::1aldevelopment, stages 
througnwhich all societi~spassand wh~chcan be reconstruoted 
by use of whatlaterbecanie knoVmas the comparative method, a 
notion deriving from 'a combination, of. the id~a,s. of law and progress, 
the first largely a product of 'discoveries in physics, the second, 
according toComte ,a consequence of the cqllCl.pseo,f Catholic 
feudalinsti t\,ltions. .,.. E~' ~." Fr'i:.t h' "d 

• .c.o. .l:JVans- c a.r 
• <
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SignS, Symptoms and Symbols 

Danci~g is essentially the active termination of a symbolic 
transformation ofexperience~, Speaking, is also a symbolic' 
transformation of experience. The terminal' symbols of sp.eech 
are expressed in words, sentences and paragraphs, the terminal 
symbols' of dance ir(,:gesfures, poses and ino'Vement phrases. .The 
terminal symbols of speech are often considered. to be' symbolf,0 
in quite different ways from the terminal symbols of dance, and 
we will noW examine a f~w'of these differenceB. . 

Both':kindsof ,symbolic system, movement 'and' language, . share. the 
function of meaning, for that is what any symbolic system is' 
about, and meaning is based in. both systems upon.':,abortdition 
which is logical, a1though meaning has' both logical and' 
psychological aspects•... Logically ,or psychologically, utterances 
in either medium, just a~ items of stone or other materials 
which~areto have meaning mast,:ln the first plaoe beempldyed 
~ signals or symbols,' then.they. must be signals ,Qr symbols ~ 
someone or a group of people. 

To iilustrate: until the item or theutteran6e· is ;·el'llployed as 
a sign ora symbol, it is Nature. vVhen it is thus employed, it 
becOllle:s Culture; .... The,itelnhasgo.tto,have,:Uhdergone this kind of 
fundamental transformation. The movements we perform in such 
fundamental acts as relieving ourselves 9~in ~~ting.,dressi~g, 

running, etc. are not dance movements,'n6r; ih'theft'ermsof 
this argument, are they symbolic, although theyaredefiniteiy 
symptomatic and could therefore be calledsi,gnal in tnatthey 
may be in.terpreted as signs of various activities, needs, 
situations, etc. Non-dance movements may be symptomatic of ' 
physiological or emotional. states or theymay be artificial 
Sdcio-cuitui~rs~(spsior etatesof a'ff~i.z.s. ."c 

The pr~blem;~vithsYmPtoms';s,ignsand symbols for the!" anthto-' 
poiogistwheri.'deallng specificallywithdanc'e or' generall'Y: w!ith 
movement is one. w:nich. in a larger sense:twtns around the,notion 
of 'expression'; a much used, - and misused, word, in relation 
to' dance. The word expression points to a concept with'which: 
$uzanne Langer has dealt very sensibly: the important ~oint she 
makes is that when we see a dance, what weare seeing is not a 
symptom of the dancer's feelings but a symb6iibexpressio'iil'better 
called exposition) of the composer's or participants' knowledge 
about all human feeling. Equally, we may say thatN3cbeth,for 
instance, is not a symptom of the actors' or 'Shakespeare's feel
ings but a symbolic expression of his andtheir,mowledgeof' 
human feelings • 

...• ]lances may be symbolic expressions of'divers'e kinds of kho\vledge. 
'They need not have' emotions, the term most frequentlyassocia ted 
with 'expression' 'in: dance, as the maihaxis' aroundwhibh. their 
subject matter turn~. A.dance may involve emotion but not be 
about emotions at all •. Jh.equently, states of greater muscular 
tension or increaseiis'peed ofindvemeniare wrongly interpreted as 
'emotion' of some kind. An outstanding example of an 'emotion
less' system of movement, that is, one which does not include 
any of what we commonly think of as 'emotional expression' at all, 
is the ancient Chinese exercise technique Tai-Chi-Chu'uan, 
developed in the sixth century A.D. in contrast to the then 
prevailing system of movement, nearly universally used in China, 



called Shaa-Lin. Many.dances from India and· Africa are more 
usefully classified JlfJ highly. diflciplined rehearsals af socially 
s!3,ncti,onedand 'correct attitudes. S't-L·Ll others are ofa 
distinctly hi,starical nature.. All dances, howevert conveym~aning, 

inclu"d,i.ng those which are considered bYlsome to 'e:X:PI1ess I,pure 
beauty' or _to project. some vague,ly defined-aesthetic<phlogiston.", 
SOIlletimes the. meaning is, banal, trivia,l a,ndsuperficial but this 
does, not alter the faQt of the symbolically expressive nature ,of 
the system, nor does it alterthe,vaLidi:tyor J"ogiQal charact(;1';'
istics of dance gestures. Similarly, the existence of nursery: 
rhymes, just-so stories and trashy' novels and comic books in no 
way alters,the unique syntactical or grammatica.:l: qhar/3,Qterof tb.e 
English language or any:other :language,. 

It is w.orth quoting Mrs,•• Langer at . length ,regarding the concept·· 
of synibolic ,expression in Clande becauseher's1.1ccinct statement 
helps to clear the notion of so rnany rece:i;yed ideas-about it: 

As soon as an e;J{pressive actilS performed without 
inner momentary compulsion it is no longer self
expressive; it is expressive in a logical sense. It 
is not a' ~ (underline, supplied) of thE1 Elmotions 
it conveys,,'but.-a symbol of it ; instead ,of oompleting 
the,natuli'al history of ,a feeling, it denotes the 
feeling, and ,may merely bring ,ittomi:p.d,even for 
,the actor. '.. When an action acquires ,such a meaning, " 
it becomes a gesture~ ••• l". '''' 

Philosophers tell us that we can say· at least two things about 
sYmbols: we can say that a certain symbol means an object, 
concept or idea TO a person or that a,person means an object, 
concept or idea BY the symbol. rn the first instance, meaning is 
trea ted, ,in' a logical sense;" in .,the ,second; , in. a psychological 
sense. We can, in view of thi s:distinc tion, say, wi th impunity 
that when an Indian daneerassurnesa Kri'$}ma pO:;le' in :the Kathak 
idiom; that is, when the,'right hand is i:r;la gesture ne~r the 
mouth 'holding the flute I and the left is"extended- fully to the 
side in the ahamsa position" "that thisgest1.1re (plus th~ total 
bodily,posture) means:thewhble, ta;J.e of the timE;) when Kr;ishna 
held up a mountain on,his little finger thereby saving the Gopis 
from a flood; tb.at this. total bodily gesture IS a symbol in' the: 
logical sense, for it is but one posture employed within the 
total idiom which means. :that, story to a ,significant number of. 
Indians and. all non-Indians who have studied th.e Kathak idiom. 

Similarly, when the ,leading dancer ,of the Ga Obonu ass].lmes an 
almost knee'ling p0si tion, befo.re. the GaWJantse at the beginning of 
the dahce and the Ga:Mantse' thet], raises. his right· arm lin. ~ 

certain gesture, the.se gestures meart,respectiYely, the questions, 
'May we' dance?' 8J;].d,the respondingaffir~a tive. answer •. · Another 
gesture or no .gesture on the part of the Ga':Mantsein this 
situation would m.ean that the dance would not proceed; that only 
the drums would continue. No doubt most. ~nthropolog.ists are 
familiar with ~imilar uses of gesture i:~r other. par,t,s;;of t~e world, 
among the NavaJo, 2 the Mohfive ,3 the :Bah,nese ,4 'Ang],o...AlllerJ.can 
speaking peoples,5 thePo'les6 and' others ... :It .would merely ;b~ . 
tedious to summaI'\izeorre-state all of the. ethnographic evidence 
which supports the thesis ,of the logical characte,ristics of 
gesture and hence,mU'ch of darlce movement. 
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Then why dwell upon the point? when we regard gesture in this 
way, we are looking at it :in a logical, near-discur..sive pens,,) and 
few would deny the disti:nction or the supporting evidence.i;{hen, 
however,we lapse (as so frequently happens) into talking about 
what thevdancer·lIlaybe feeling or what'fliis private meaning trUlY be 
fOIl the·gesture,when, in otheJio, wOrds, we, focus"riot upon the ,," 
symbol but' uponjthe' actor, we are 'in dangerous territory' indeeq..' 
neis .commonly accepted among 'danoers that little orn'd 'persomil 
feeling oremdtion·is expe'riencedwhile they are dancing in, any 
case~,' ":,r ,,', , ." 

Many, 'a1 thdugh 'by rio' means all, :ofthe '. ways in which dance has 
been accounted for by anthropologasts, aes,thetic'ians,·,psycholo-r 
gists and even dancers themselves are couched in sUch subjective 
terms. •If such subjective, terms :rar~ not'u sed, then 'dance· is 
treated, even bysemiologists,asprimarily symptomatic-or signal 
ratherthtm 'symbolic, 'which only oompo1inds ;,the confusion. Yet 
both logical and psychological descriptions are related, but only 
if we view meaning, 'as Mrs. Langer SO rightly argues, as a ' 
function of' our terms and not as a property of them•. 

The distinctJ.onbetween signs 'and symbols is 'of paramount 
importancethen,if, out' aim is' to discover the :foundation :of the 
relation between dance or movement and society~ 'It.is indispen
sable if we are todisentanglemovement"which-is-dance from other 
movement ,phenomena.'" For those who might ,find'sucha distinction 
arbitrary or over-scrupulous, considering, that these words; 'sign' 
and 'symbol' are commonly used terms, it may be useful to look upon 
the following material as, operational definitions. This makes it' 
possible·to withold jUdgment'Bsto:the value of theexercise!until 
a later stage 'of the inquiry.,' 

A sign, thusoperationaliliy defined,indicates theexistenee; .past, 
present or fut~re,of a, thing;, event,' or condition, - ..- wet streets, 
the sound. of' hail on a roof , stnoke,dawn,the· presence of palm 
trees iilstead of pine ,. spruce or.tamara:ek;' etc. These are natural 
signs. 'On ,the oither hand,aperson squatting by the, roadside 
in Africa is' a socio.,;,cultural" sign, perhaps. of weariness, .perhaps 
that he is def'lcating, or, in combination wittother objects,.' 
that he is selling cigarettes. Following l\iI:i's •. Langer, I also 
take 'signt to mean a symptom. of a state;ofaff.airs. 

The logical relationship between a sign atld:its object,she 
tellsu8;. is simple; they are associated ihsuch a' way that the,y 
form a pair and they stand in a one to one relationship or 
correlation•. One of.theexamplesshe~gives is interesting: a· 
white mark on aperson 1s·a1'IIl'as simple. data. is, not very·interest-· 
ing but that data· :in relation to thepB'st:, .which di,scursively 
tags i taa a scar, is, interesting. A white mark on· a person t,s 
arm, to an anthropologist"niight include the simple' data she 
mentions plus other much wider, more complex connotations : a 
white mark on the arm ofanAfrican,forexainple, would not in . 
the first plaoebe ascar,ibut might indicate some speciaL inner· . 
state or aondi tionwhich ii:l turn would be connected with a 80cio
religioussta'"tus of some 'kind' such that,' as a.s:lgn" we might more 
usefully 'think of it like abi:fdge or emblelllof some sort, rather 
than as a sign ofa past event in the personalhiistory of the 
individual. 
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Train whistl,es,black arm bands, traffic lights, the' s.treaks of 
qhite olay mentioned above, .in contrast to the natural signs 
previously mentioned, are not natural: they are artificial 
socia-cultural· signs. They aronot necessarily nor even us~ally 

a part of the event or oondition they signify although the logioal 
relation is still one to one. A symbol has a more complex frame 
of reference. Langer says. tha t 

Symbols are not proxy for their objeots,. but are 
vehicles for the conception of objeots./. 

There' are three ,not two terms involved. 1£ cQnoeiye, a .thing oJ;', 
a situation or a coemos, a !role' or a 'status' is not, the same, 
thing as to react towards it overtly or to merely n,oticeits 
presence. Langer says that words, normally evoke behaviOur, 
towards conceptions. Movement symbols also evoke behaviour to
wards conceptions, especially outside of Europe"England,and 
North Ameri,ca. It see~s neoessary to make a distincti(;m;between, 
for example, Afrioa or India and the ;Vest in this,conneotion, not 
Qecause many westerners do not p~rceive wha~ we know as 'artistic 
symbol.s' in this way, but because in general, our societies have 
become sO specialized and our artists are in such ,distinct and 
usually rela tively marginal soqial. categories that. we have· 
minimized or reduced our awareness of these facts., Weare not a 
'people-wbo-danoe'andtherein,' perhaps, liesIIluc~,of the 
difficulty in communication between the minority group of 
specialists who do and the vast majority who do not,. 

, .'. '. 

Tentatively, we might assume that culturally organized form, 
whether idioms of danoe, paintings, sculptures, drumming, etc. are 
ways of· abstracting and/or conoeptualizing, which is what I . 
believe we may take Levi-Strauss to mean when, he speaks about the 
face painting designs among the Caduveo. For purposes ,of 
clarity in relation to gesture, we might keep the following 
illustration in mind as a kind of 'shorthand notion' of some of 
the major differences'between s,ymptoms, signs and symbols 
relating to movement which have so far been indicated: .a: thumb' 
in a baby's mouth may be symptomatic of an inner condition ,of 
hunger or a sign of some physiological or biological condition 
for which sucking is a necessar,y accompaniment. ,A thumb in an 
adult's mouth may be a symptom of regressive behaviour. Athumb
nail' flicked against the' teeth. in ;Italy (or a thumb pulled qui~ckly' 
out ofa suc~ing position in the mouth in Milwaukee,.Wisconsin) 
isa socia-cultural sign of abuse and may lead to a fight. The 
baby's thumb suckin,g is 'a natur.a1 :sign 'which is perhaps symptomatio, 
the adult's thumb-sucking'isclearly symptomatic and the Italian's 
thumb gesture isa socio~culturalsign of impending violence. 

I' 

A dancer whoamploys' the Italian gesture .of abuse in a danc~ is" 
not 1) completing the natural history, of his feelings, as is the, 
man-in~the,..street whodoes.it.and 2) he is not making the gesture 
under the stress of moment:ary'~innercompulsion.·Heis making the 
gesture because it has been employed as a symbol in the.dance to 
convey a conception about v:i.olence, perbaps,or a conoept ·of ,an 
abusive person or group of. people. or something of that nature. 
Peter Janiero's masterful ha.ndling of movements and· gesture for 
the Puerto Ricans in ~ ~. stag is an excellent example of 
what is meant •. In a dance, the gestures become vehicles for the 
oonceptions of people, objects, attitudes or situations. Exactly 
the same things could be said of the rude or abusive gestures which 



are incorporated into the mode-ruGa-dance··· Ji{pa~o-",.~..t.hese· . .-r..-'/ 

gesture$, which out of context of the dance might invite ':r:rnmsd:iat.9__ e 
......--- 

. and perhaps violent respons8sd.o ~ot do so in the context of the 
('tance. 

Nothing has been said so far about the real differences inherent 
in the techniques involved in various kinds of systems of 
symbolization. For the moment, it will suffice to mention the 
major difference between discursive and non~discursive symbolic 
systems. Mrs. Langer sums i t up neatly in one sentence I . 

8
We cannot talk insimultaneoU'sbunohes of names. 

She illustrates this proposition with. the contrasting images of·'
 
the layersof'clothing which we wearever,yday hanging side by
 
side 'on a:clothes line. Non-discursive symbolic systems deal'·.
 
with symbols which have the quality ofsimultaniety; . musical
 
chords, paintings, GrHsser' 13 sculptures of Niorrisidanoers,
 
the listie nearly endless. Like these,.the dance gesture or·
 
symbol has diverse meanings, mUltiple 'simultaneous impacts on
 
many levels.:The movement symbol, in other ,words, is semantioally
 
very derise indeed,·hence the dancer's traditicnal dissatisfaction
 
with words', which often seem so tedious largely be.cause· of .their
 
linear quality. Words seem to' lack the spe,cificity too t .gesture
 
has to the dancer. While it is true that deg-rees of emotion, for
 
example, can be indicated verbally, they can never be denoted
 
with the degree ,of sophistication and refinement which cart occur
 
in a dance. On the other hand, a choreographer is wise not to
 
create a dance work in which the plot or the meaning of ,the
 
piece hangs upon the fact that one of the characters is Bomeone's
 
sister-in-law, unless his idiom provides specific conventional
 
gestures having that kind of referential value, or unless he
 
includes paragra:phsofprogramrtotes which I explain 'suchaplot.
 

The over-riding difficulty, the big problem which'l'Irs. Langer
 
posed, and in my view answered, once 'and for all, is the one which
 
Nelson Goodman calls
 

·~.thedomineering dichotomy between the cognitive and
 
the emotive. 9 .
 

tOn the one:side',he says, 'we put sensation, inference, con
jecture, all'nerveless inspection and investigation, fact and 
truth; on'the other, pleasure, .pain, interest, satisfaction, 
disappoiritment,·all brainless affective response,liking and 
loathing. t J 

Both philosophers whom I invoke have recognized this problem and
 
to them in particular and·to philosophers in general whatfolloVls
 
may appear to be a revival of e~austed argt,1mentsbut 'what may be,
 
an exhausted· argument··in formal. philos9P1}.y 'still seems to have
 
strong currency as an argument in other disciplines: to the
 
ext~nt that a brief re-examinationof;some of these para...
 
digmatio' problems maybe jus'tified.Forit,-would seem,that
 
many of ·the explal)ations of dance, theories about q,ance and
 
defini tiona of dance are, after all, only based ~ pon .an a priori
 
aS8umptiol,! of this· diohotomy,which,in"!iheend does;involvethe .'
 
logiCians and philosophers who have investigated the limits of '.
 
language. '
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Nothing that is not 'language' in tr..e sense of theirtecbnioal 
defi~itions can possess the character of symbolic expressiveness, 
contr.ary· tq eV'erything''fvhich hr!.sso far .been stated in this .• ; 
argUment, though they will grant non-discursive symbolization 
'expressiveness' in a symptomatic way. We get the picture from 
this, as La:nger says,that o-qtoidetheir definitional domain, 
their tiny 'gralim)ar~bound island1 'as she calls it, J.:s the· 
lne:Kpressible .realm of feeling,' ·ofim.mediate experienoe,sub
,j ec tivi ty and satisiac tionsforever incommunicado and dincognito. 
l'he ea:rIierWittgenstein called,. it '.This logical"beyond;.the 
unspeakable.' Russell and Carnap, as she points out, regard this 
as the sphere ofimbjective experience,emotion, feeling and wish 
from which only ~Ptoms come to us in the fotm of, metaphysical . 
and artistic :fan;es !. Moreover,they ·relegated the study of:suoh 
products to ,psychology; . the discipline which purports to' deal 
with the inner machinations of ino.iv-iduals. ' The.dance, .one 'of; 
the most 'unspeakable' of all the arts, ranks high in this realin 
of the logical beyond. 

In all fairness.t because the argument mllY now seem to tend towards 
being a.polemic against philosophers, which is certainly not 
inten9:eo., it must be said thatno·modern. philosopher w"ould agree, 
for example, w'ithGartesian divisions betwee~ mind and body and 
that:they would,; in general, be ?-gainst the kinds ofemotive
cogni tivedistinctiorts. which he made •. While it i-strue ,ashas 
been: mentioned .. before, that certain forms of posi tivismhave .been 
rejected within ,the di.scipline of modern philoaophyduring thepa'st 
fifteen or twenty years,· :some· of these arguments' still have strong 
curre~cyin other disciplinea, including SocialAnthropology,..,.;.... 
not totally without reason perhaps.' Artists are traditionally' 
lazy intellectli'ally: and they often seem to gain thei'r sense of. 
individual and social power from oapitalizing .upon ,the mystery .and 
obscuritywith which their society.: surroundstheifr. a:ctivities. 
They respond very humanly and. perf~ctly understandably, to theit! . 
marginal sociaLandacademic'categorization with further withdrawal. 
On the other hand, the 'domineering dichotomy' of intellect vs. 
emotion has a long in.tellectual history in the Anglo":'American· l 

, 

philosophica~' and academictradi tion ~hichisvEmerablean.d 
hoary with age. It. is a very deeply entrenched notion, ··even if' 
some people do think it is dead wrong. 

Probably the most damaging features about this positivistic sort 
of dichotomy'fcr non-discursave artists and any possible contribution 
which they:might have to make to the general fund'of human know
ledge are ;t1).etwo basic assumptions which lie behind the ,". 
contentions althe philoso,Phers about whom·lenger. speaks.' . 
Interestingly,these contentions are not 'so different •from the: 

." ., f'" ," 

oneswhiohseem to lie between .the more ·recent 'fact-value.'.' 
distincti,(:>hs~ "which fo~nd their; parenthood inthe~ Humean; 'ought
is' distinction.' The 'similarity ·lies in ,the fact. that aU these 
kinds of dichotomie,s ,seem' to pe'at,tempts to undeI'fI\ii'J.e"·the . 
objectivit;Y'of art. and ofnon;'discursivesymbolsystems, not to 
mention ethics and morals. . . .... 

The contentions which lie behind such distinctions seem to be that 
1) language is the on~y means of a~tic~lating thought'and 2) that 
everything which i!;l not speakable 'thought is feeling•• Langu!3-ge., 
accordirig .to the philosophers Langer mentions, is the iimit ,altha 
expressive symbolic medium and therefore, the limit of our 
conceptual power. Beyond this, we can have only inarticula'ti.e .. 
feeling which neither conveys nor records anything, out which has 
to be, rather compulsively apparently, discharged in actions, 
'self-expression' or some kind of impulsive demonstrations. In 
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the light of these contentions~ dancers,al~~art~sts, and'
 
'primitives' of: all sorts are people who have to express them.,.
 
selves, preferabl;y- publicly,'whBther for theedification of,'or
 
to the 'profound di smay of, -;.- ·o.thers.
 

These contentions and the axiomatic assumptions upon which they . 
are based provide the modern anthropologist with very. little in 
the way of conceptual tools with which ,to deal with -tq.e,seve.ral 
non..discursive ,symbolic' systems which, he encounters everyday in 
the field, 'or, for that matter,' those which he encounters a't 
home. It becomes abundantly clear~.if one reviews the 'definitional 
problems. connected with·danceand·examinessev:eralnaive, 
unsophisticated theories which havebeend~vel.Qpedil)., Yl;l.I'ious 
disciplines about dance,:thatall of these problems·aind,the'ories 
are perhaps the· ine1ti table produ,cts ;of methodology, models' and . 
atti tudeswhi6h reflect the narrowness of the traditional 
philosophical paradigmitself~ .,. : 

That language has a privileged position and will continue to hold 
that position among human .symbolic systems is an as ser:tion .that 
few would deny. To questi'on the assertion does not necessarily 
me.anthatultimately we wou1:dreject,it, to qU8stion it merely 
means that we might enricho'ur ideas of the nature: of its 
companion ·systems. Roland Barthes, for example, seems to feel 
that.language'is privileged because'of its univsrsality,lO although 
upon reflection, we realize that ,speaking is not more universal 
;than mOVing. Perhaps 'we think' that lahguage :1s priv:i.le~gedbecause 

it has been written.Becauseof written language 'We: can . 
categorize ourselves as 'literate'; .we become viri ters instead' 
of justsp.eakers.This seems to mean that we can in some way' 
confirmor affirm our :existence in the .past or the future or . 
that ·w:e·are then:'c,ivilized' where before we wrote, we' were '. riot , 
or something of that kind. Dance, wesay,is no longer an . 
1 illiterate art' :becausenotation systems have,since the time 

·of .Laban, been devised which are now universally used. 
, 

i '. ~: ~ 

Certainly, mos,t :socialanthropologists, as well as ,nianymoderri 
philosophersandlingui'sts'Wouldagreethat.theI'e aregI'ounds for· 
reasonable doubt that spoken language is the only means of 
articulating thought or that ,it represents the limits of human 
conceptualizing power. 

'To condlude: . we must. summarize the d:Ls·tinctionso far made' . 
between' sign, symbol and symptom. On abas:Ls of this distinction 
we must then distinguish two kinds of intention which are" 
involved in movements, actions and dances~ . :Expressive gestures 
or actions'caribe either signal or symbolic.' They 'are signal' 
when they complete. the natural history of feelings and,symbolic 
when they are· performed wi thoutinner momentary compulsion; L·e. 
when they denote feelings,emoti'ons, ideas, situations, eta., . 
even for the actor.' Q.u i te.simply, symbols are taken to 'be' 
characters which bestow conceptualidentity upon an event, . object, 
situation or group of people and sigrtsare,~haracterswhich.do . 
not bestow conceptual identity. I believ'etha t deSassure meant 
something :very-similar when he made ,a distinction between signs 
arid symbols as well. Gesture or action which is signal :mayralso 
besymptomatic,ontheonehand ·of··inner states orconditirins, 
which is to look at them in a purely psychological.sense, or they' 
may be symptomatic 'of "states ot'affairs, which istol;ook a·tthem 
as soofo-culturai signs. 

".-. ~ .'. 
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Our essential distinction; that beh'leen signs and symbols, seems 
to lead in the direction of being able to postulate both privnta 
and public inter-.tions in relation to the 'language' of movement, 
To pursue this line of thought points towards what modern 
philosophers, including the later Wittgenstein, would postulate 
about spoken language; that language has agreed public meanings 
and interpretations which are often distinct from private 
interpretations or meanings. de Sassure went a little further, 
perhaps, when he said that all means of expression are pased on 
collectively agreed UpOL1 interpretations,by which he meant 
conventions, and he said that it was the conventional rules, not 
the intrinsic' value of the signs,. symbols or charapt~rs of what~ 

ever sort that obliges us' to use them. ·.Indancerly terms.what this 
means is that it is not possible to create a dance which anyone 
is going to understand if, for example, the dance is about God 

. and all the gestures are towards ·the ground. 

Modern philosophers argue that language has the characte:dstic of" 
publicity because people do intend to communicate something when 
they use language. It is important to note, in connection with 
this point, thati contrary to Prof~. Strav;.l;3on'l? recent cx-iticism 
of Noam Chomsky, 1 the latter does take account of the intentions 
of native speakers of' the language because he presupposes that 
people intend to communicate something by virtue of this system 
of sounds. This public character of spoken language is, by 
definition, oonventional. 

If we are to look upon the dance, even partially, as having the
 
characteristics of a language, then we must grant that it also
 
has characteristics of publicity and I would submit the
 
ethnographic evidence already cited to support this claim.
 
Private gesture languages; like private verbal languages are
 
largely irrelevant to the social anthropologist, although they
 
may be of paramount importance to the psychologist or to the
 
medical doctor. And this does not mean a commitment to the
 
position that the artist, who is often conceptualizing ahead of
 
his time orin a manner similar to the Buryat shamans described
 
by Humphries,12 is expressing a 'private language' and that his
 
insights and activities. are therefore to be discredited. To
 
speak of the public and'private f intentions of discursive or
 
non-discursive symbol systems, does not mean that only the
 
artist or the shaman will. understand. We do not involve the
 
artist or the shaman in this kind of private fallacy. Any
 
language is, as everyone knows, open-ended, We are always
 
involved in the tension between the prevailing cultural canon
 
and current innovation which is ..based upon these canons. Real
 
innovators are those whooan function within the canons and then
 
take us beyond. The reference here is to artists like Picasso,
 
whos~ innovations were in part, surely, accepted because he
 
could paint supremely well within the fra~ework of the prevailing
 
academic canon of his time. He didn't paint as he did beoause .
 
he couldn't paint representationally, but because he could and
 
moreover, could then lead us beyond that.
 

Signs and symbols both indicate intention; what is important in
 
considering symbolic systems. of danoeB, is whether or not the
 

.emphasis is upon the subjects and. the inner states' of the 
subjects or whether the emphasis' is up on the publicly agreed 
upon interpretations of the signs and symbols. That is to 
say, ,iTe must empha:sizewha1( the symbols mean toagiven people. 
We need to be very uareful that we do not impose technical terms 
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onto	 their symbolic systems which distort their publicly a~789d 
interpretations of phenomdJ1!3.? Le.? calling a trance state an 
hysterical fit and things of that kind. 

It will be clear by now that the discussion has so far been 
chiefly on a" syntagmatic level ,but dance. mo-y-ements aresy)D.bolic 
both as, 'wtterances' and asa total appa:riti,on. We hav.eso far 
not discussed danc~ on a paradigmatic level. ?re might: ask, at 
-:;hi$ stage of the inquiry" are we to understand. then, that every 
movement "in a dance has thE! ldnds of referentia,lmeaniings 
attached to them as does. deaf"'dumb language? Is dance 'to be 
understood in exactly the,/3arne·way.as spoken langyage,the only 
difference being that it, is mute ?The answer i.s, of 9ourse, no~· 
We, can' only understand from the expos! tion thus far. that. dance 
moyementshave 199ical ap.d denotative. a,spects wh:ich make ,the 
tota~systempotentiallya symbolically expref\lsive one and that 
we distort matters severely if we oonfuse movement wpich is 
symbolic with that which is. signal or sym1?tQmatic. 

Drid	 Williams. 

This	 article is a trUnOated version of some bfthe preliminary 
research material for a thesis enh'tl~'d t So?ial Anthropology and 
Dance' .' 
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RECENT Wl~l.l' ING ON WI'.i:'CiliCRAPi'. 

" "Jnterest in the belief i11. and supposed practice of witchcra£t; 
, ah~ in,'the ,t;l.ttitude of persons in authority towards it -questions 
'wliiqhare nOt always' as clearlydis'tingtl,ishi3das they' ought to be 
is at ~ high level at the mo~ent',to jud'geby tp:e: ,number of 'recent 
publications on these .tl!Elmes~' TheASA mcmog£aphlplaI,ln,ed to 
celebra,te the th.irtiethfiWii,v~;r:sary.of Witchoraft among the Azande 
:::,3 int:r;-oduced by~;ry Do'uglas with an evaluation of the successes 
and fail'li"i'es of British?1lthropology,in this:fi~:ld'that all of us 
might not share. It inclu~resnew data and ,some :"discussiori of ' 
possible new lines 'of enquiry. British 'his:to;daris," exantining the 
records in' the light of arith.ropqlogical >theory,have switohed .' 
their attention from the, ·wicke.dn~ss of jild,ges who sentenced " 
condemn~d persons 'to death,~(jril1J.:po~sibledrimest6·thesocial 
coIitextof accusations. , Keith Thomas2 has"tra,cedthe history of 
magical beliefs in England through~everalcehturies, ~d offered 
other re.asons, than ratioria+ cori:v'iytiQn, for the virtual disappearance 
of practices direct'ed against witohcraft. 'Like ,the Frenchhistoriah 
Robert ~~q.rou3~':whose ~heIl\e is the Loudon, trials arid the parallel 
cases' that followed them;, !ies1:!mmarizes the Eiltory cifattempts to , 
draw the line1:letl~eenthe natural, ,and ,the supernatural; in France 
~his debate was c?nduCteq OIa,rgel;Y "by lawyers•. Al~n ;Macfarlane4 . 
~n England and Et~enne Delcambre? rather earher ~n France have 
made detailed examinations of cases recordedinlimitedare'as'; , 
the former is interested in the social context, the latter in the 
belief sys1iem ~h,i~h ,allow-ed ac.c::u:?ers to attach a religiousva,lue 
to, con£essiorl, and' acqused 'to: suppose 'tha't they might in factb~ 
'gUilty. Structuralists andcognitive.anthropologistshave had 
their say. ",..,. 

'. .' 
'All we l;i:kesht;lep have gone astraY'~ 

: ~. : 

We 'should'pegin with Mary Iiouglas i s review of the state of 
our studies. As sher:i,ghtly reli1inds .us, Evans-Pri tcbard treated 
wi tchoraft ,beliefs' not' dnly as an explanat~on for every kind of' ' 
misfortune, but as a system of ideas that'tolerateddf$ci'epa.ncie's 
and closed doors to enquiries such as might have irivalidatedthe 
b~liefs. She rebukes, us for failing to pursue his questions but 
turning instead ('everyone to his ow1?- Vray') to micropolitics- a 
fielQ."~nwhich,inmy view, the study6fwit6hcraftaoc~satiorishas 
b.een .' richly rewarding~ " , .' ," . ' .,' 

Dr. Douglas does not mention what some of Us would regard as
 
the next advance, in tpe. stuQ.y of wi~chcraftl)eliefs, Monica":' ,
 
Wil~onr s6 +ecogn,i tion that', they are 'inheren't in the logic otmany
 
r~ligions. She~elescopes thetli:Lrtyyears from 1937 as t;l. period
 
in which we were all led astray by the 'crude functiop.alism' that
 

=~s~~i;~~:~~,t6~eir~~~~d:a~:'i~i~~:l~o~~~~~n~td;it~~~r:,i~t:~n~s
 
so general as not toooAstitute,af:ty kind of atgilment.' Fo+ her~
 
howeveI' , we have'b.een.lnhibited, rather like the Azande, from
 
f~itful enquiry by follovi~ng ~hat she calls the wrong paradigm.
 
In her' terms the paradigm is si:multaneously, ' crude functionalism,
 

"liberal philo.sophy and the, 'homeostatic' ,. theory which, according' 
to her, has. dominated this field because its data have be'en 'drawn 
from Africa anQ. not from Oceania. Aithough I "voUld not claim to 
oompete in the field ,of' philos9phy with the new' anthropology, I 
certainly had the iznpressi6Iithata paradigm was something more' 
specific th8.ri a general theory or an attitude of mind.' , , 



How have these three defects in bur thinking contributed to 
our failll:re to unde;rstand witchcraft, ?Firs,t', one. mus t'c:cy to '. 
distinB\1i'sh crude funCt~on?-li8m from, 'the more refined functionalism 
wh::"chDr .. ,Douglas herseifproTe.sses~,rn,i:tscrudest form, rio"j lOng 
sinc~ ,r~ ject.ed, ";i,tasser:tied ,th~'teverY, '~mali-scale socie tyha'Ci • 
atta.ined Fi :state,'ofin~~g:r:at'ion 'to, vfhi'C:h ailitsinstitutions 
contribut,ed soillethi:rig indispensable~ .if'lessorudefunctionalist 
mightarguetha,t'institptions would,'not ..?,ohtinue'ioexist if:~pey 
didno;t' b,a;ije some- 'value - some more, 'than; 'illusory value- 'for the 
persons en'gaged 'in 'them .. 'I dOubt'~whethei~ anyorie~vould deny this; 
the argument' is be'tweEm ,thesewltothinkthat everyitistitution' 
benefits allIllE3mbersota's,ocietyand 'thdsewb.o holdthaf they are 
maintained for thebenefi-fofa Inino:dty~!trhi,s type of'.. . 
func tionaJ' 'argu,mehi 'can,' d~!iw' ,aupport 'f;rom both &ran s~~i t chard' , 
and Me5riica Wllsqn: peopiecarinotdO vii:thbut someeJtplana tiOn' of 
misfo,rturis', which~nclud:es13upposed'mean;s ,of :Countering,'i't, a:nd. 
people 'need' ,anexpla.nati'on of \uljustifiedIliisfortune which will 
'sust'ainabeti.~fin am'oral unfvers,e.. Dr/Dcnigias rejects the' " 
first hyp6th~.s'is.. ' ,"Peqplecan'dowithout' e~pla.na:-tions of mis~ " 
fortune i,,' :she~ays8 ,"aridrefers te'the Mb:utf pygTIiies. .. '! R~r'e her " 
etJ.:mog:r;aphy is at fault; thepyem~~s do·.not.i-bEn~eve:'iI?- witchcraft, 
but they' think they 'suff~,r misfortUne 'when "the' forest is 'angry with 
them~9 In' discus sion she' pref~rs to' ci te the lIad'za',' on whom Vie ., 
still have 'little 'ntibii~hedmaterial~' " ' , ',' 

o • .,:.;.. • • ~ ~~ .' _.:' '••:),,' '. '.:';' '.,' ,: .' , • 

Liberalphil9sophy~e'd us 'b~'tyl(~en. ;t~e w~tf3t6':try~q avoi~ , 
et~o-cE?ntric judgments,and; ,tCBee '.the ratio@le,6f be,liefs,and' 
practicef;l ,that a.dmin~etr~tors an.d:·nii~siona:de·s''c'oildemried ,outrig~t., 
I thil1k this was not'misguided,arid that ther~ isjustas'mu6hrobm 
for it now that the 'developing countries' are ruled by alienated 
members of their own populations. ,,~he, 1935 number of "Africa devoted 
to witchcraft, the contributors to wmch'vfere n6talr~anthi'6pblo-' 
gis ts, noted the compl,aint of Africans too t they were ,.at the mercy 
of witches now ,that theY were not al1ow~d to take action agairist 
them .. ' Thew# ~ei:s, did Ilotex~re,ssly say that' ~ction agairlE,lt . ' 
witchef!'sho:uldbe permitted; but 'they calle~attentibn te'the", 
conf:i,ict ofva11,leS.' ' . ': !, 

-'.. 

.Dr.. Dqug:tasg.oes:,n()tmake,J'(very ,cl~~r Wh~t. she meaIls 'by the 
hOIl).oeosta~i!3 theory ~, ,19ani;J.~rt'underst~ndher';reference, to' the,,' ' 
'crude, rigid, homoeostatic60iltrol Illodel,lO to wh~c:hshe' refers. 
Do these epithets describe a total theor;Yof society? I'should 
much like" to know whose it is ,,;,or was .. ' If the word 'model 1 means, 
anythi~lllore t'han a4om~naIltIIl~~aphor,~I should/have thought the 
model..mak,ers would, be, mo;re likely to' cr:!.tici,~e . funot1onali,sts for 
not having .13. model~ BUt perhaps ·h9~oeostatic.theoty:{s differen~' 
from ,functional tlleory.;' However, 1 thought the concept of homoeo
sta.sis was i~erent in'the idea of a system as something which ' 
~intai~s itself thi'o\lgh cPa.nge;' and that it P:r:-esupposed :nOthing 
a.'bout the satisfaction, or 'even the observable' benefi t , that the' 
individual members 'of a societyde:rivefrom it.. Can it be that 
Dr .. Douglas'identifi~~ ~ homoeostati6 '\vith' a, consenSUs theor.Y:? ' 
What i13 even !\lore curious:Ls her argumenttha't work inMelanesia " 
would have, destroyed such a th,f3orY "becapse of 'the appearance there 
of."cargo cults .. 'I aplquite unable:tc follow,thisargliment, 'the 'more 
so as all' Africanists interested in reJigion are acquainted wi th the 
work of$Undklerlland Bala:ndi~r12 on prpIJhet'religions, the former 
pUbli.~1:J.ed before, a.nyth~, had been writ ten ,ap()Ut, th.~ war-time cargo 
cults.. Is its1,lggested 'trnr\;, we, think Africans like having witches 
among them ? ' 'The' factthai;'ihe African millennium often includes 
the destruction of all witches is familiar to most of us. 
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There seem really to be twotypcs of argument that trouble Dr. 
Douglas: that ordeals were 'not .as bad as all that I, and '~hat 

only a successful accusation of witchcraft could providEi·a just;Lff
cation for the division of a descent group. On the first point the 
evidence of ethnographic data is inconsistent, though there is ,no 
reason to suppose that it is particularly unreliable; why should 
not different peoples have had different kinds of ordeal'? Dr. 
Douglas has argued that decision by ordeal is a'matier of pure 
ehance'; there is no gual'antee that the ordeal would icut out'dead 
wood' by killing off the old men who clung to power in the lineage; 
and it could lead to many deaths,'as "is 'evidenced by the hundreds 
of deaths among the U31e when ordeals were reintroduced at 
independence (but, who counted them ?) One of the latest discussions 
of this subJect is Dr. Anne Laurentin's book13 on the N~akara, the 
nex1l~door neighbours of the Zende •. She iIltroduces' it with t.he corm:aent 
that~ordeals have been discussed as·barbarous customs, but they 
must be understood in their historical context'. Liberal philosophy? 
One of her most illuminatingobse.rv-ations il:?that,in this kingdom 
based on conquest,rulers and subjects whom the ordeal condemned 
we:redifferently treated. A free man would be.carried off as soon 
as the poison began to take effect and given treatment supposed to 
make 'him recover. A slave would be deliberately finished off and 
his body given to the soldiers .toeat. Certainly in this case the 
ordeal could not lead to a bloodless revolution; but the result was 
not a matter of pure chance either. 

Vfuat is interestir~ in such new material as has been published 
on the ordeal is the evidence that it was part of a judicial process 
often accompanied with much ceremony. Dr. Laurentin remarks that 
it supported the authority of the judge by placing responsibility 
for decisions on an impersorial force which could not be attacked. 
Her detailed observations of rubbing-board and chicken oracles 
b9th operated among the N~akara by specialists as part of the public 
proces$ - show that, both can be ma.nipula ted to give theresult 
desired~' They should lead to closer enquiry elsewhere into the 
possibility and extent of conscious manipulation; of CO\lrse we 
know already that people can evade an undesired answer by 
consultirig a different or.acle. . 

. The argument that witchcraft accusations -andthe~efore the 
beliefs that justify them- have the, function of making. possible 
the breaking of otherwise indissoluble kinship ties was certainly 
once accepted, by myself among others. ,Nowadays it seems very 
naive. Every study of a ,segmentary lineage I;lystem insists on 'th,e 
necessary aIld continual fission 9f lineage's; ..every beginner in 
kinship knows that everYday factors such aspoptilation growth and 
the widening of, the gap be'tween cousins ineachg~perationcontri
bute ,to this. But Middleton' s14, and even more Turner' s15,. ' . 
studies in micropolitics made it perfectly clear that accusations of 
witchcraft accompany these factors; they do not even precipitate 
fission. I should have thought that, by now this was an established 
part of our, 'theory. 

Dr. Douglas's own' theory seeks to show how the belief in 
witchcraft is used by 'people trying to control one another,16, 
and how the nature of the belief is related to the kind of control, 
which it allows. Sometimes the witch is thought of as an outsid€r; 
in this case accusations contribute to the definition of boundaries, 
or what old~fash.ioned people might call soliq.arity. If the witqh 
is an insider~ there are various 'possibilities. If accusatio~s:'are 
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directed against political rivals, they result in a :~:E1def'ini~ion 
of fae-cion -noul1daries (people stand up, to be coun:Led,or vihat' ?) 
or ia a!'ealigrunent of faction hierarchy (the outs beat -~lle ins?) 
or in a split. In the 1mique case (so far) of ihe New Guinea 
Highlands an accusation has all these ,consequences at once. But 
what does itmean to 'say they are functions?" Sometimes ' 
accusations are brought against 'dange!'ous deviants', whether rich 
men or beggars. Here their function iato control deviants, one 
of the crudest uses, I would have thought, of the word function. 

The ambiguity of witchcraft 'power. 
: ,v-' . 

Much of the other recent writing is ,concerned with that body of 
theory that has not yet been generally found unsatisfactory. In 
line with present trends in anthropology,there is more emphasis 
on symbolism and the place of witchcraft beliefs in a wider ideology 
embracing all the vaJ:'ious objects which are associated with witohes 
in different cultures. One study of this kind has Men made 'by 
Alan Harwood17 , who applies a st~cturalist analysis to the Safwa 
of Tanzania. Like many other peoples, they'believe that witchcraft 
is the mode of attack of members of an in~group, sorcery that of 
outsiders; thein-group in this context is, of course,a desc.ent 
group. He suggests that any society which recognised two major' 
categories would believe that witchcraft was used within categories 
and soroery aoross them; one might find that members'of' the same 
sex were supposed to bewitch one 'another while cross~sex '~stical 
aggression' would be sorcery. 

Harwood also argues, with evidence from a number of eth
nographies, that the power '!lsed by witches is not conceived as 
inherently evil; it can be used in defence against witches. But 
this is not the same as saying the act of witchcraft is not inherently 
evil ina way that no other form of aggression is. One "ansvver to ' 
~is contention is given in an article byLuc de Heusch, which uses 
linguistic evidence; as Harwood himself does. 'de Heuschstarts from 
the case of the Kongo, who use closely related words for the' 
illegitimate action of sorcery/witchcraft and the curse which 
elders may legitimately call down on disrespectful 'juniors. ", , 
Nevertheless they make an important distinction; they would not 
use the verbal form to describe the justifiable use of this 'power 
to act and not be seen', as Harwood calls it. Harwood's own 
material actua~lysh6ws the existenceofa similar distinction. 
The Safwa word for witchcraft power and its possessors is not 
derived, as are those of so many peoples, from the 'Ur-Bantu' root 
-dog-. They refer to itonga, wh1chihey categorize as good or bad, 
and to 'men ofitonga'BUT,like their'neighbours the Nyakyusaand 
like the Kongo, they have a verb which applies only to the evil use 
of this powe:r::'-ly- t ,to eat, in the sense of mystically -consuming 
a person ,·s life-force. de Heusch goes on to give a neat structural 
opposi tion be tween ' .', 

'Kindoki 'I an act of illegitimate sorcery/witchcraft 
(envoutement) performed by a maleficent person, dutside the 
bounds of law,' against a victim who has social value and is 
protecte'd by society 

and 

'Nloko' I an action of legitima te sorcery/witchcraft 
performed by a beneficent person (elder) against an object 
(his junior) without social value, who has deliberately set 
himself outside the bounds of law. l~ , , 



Is all this in the minds of the people who use these words, . 
or are we again being shown how much cleverer they are than they 
realise ? 

Pitt..;Rivers' contribution to the AS! monograph,describes.a 
situation that has parallels in. bo of the. ethnographies that I 
regard asclasslcal, Monica Wilson' sof the Nyakyusa and Middleton's 
of the Lugbara •. The Nyakyusa believe that the power to bewitch and 
the power· to defend rElside in pythbriswhich are mystically projected 
from the 'bodies of their owners and fight a continual nocturnal 
battle. The Lugbarahave no such symbolism:, but they hold that an ' 
act which is described in the same words iii both cases is the . 
invocation of ghosts·to punish a'malefactor, or witchcraft~ according 
as it is or is not held to be 'justified., The' Chiapas believe that 
everyone has a mystical animal counterpart, a nagyal. The ,possessor 
of a powerful nagual can injure his fellows, and threats to do so are 
expressed as threats to punish.' The threatened actionVlOuld be 
called witchcraft if ,; it came from someone who was not held to have 
the right to punish his victim. Unfortunately Pitt~Rivers does not 
gi~e us the linguistic details. It seems that very large numbers 
of people are accused of witchcraft (unjustified Cmystical aggression', 
as .MarY Douglas and Esther Goody would call it) and then assa.ssinated. 

,The Gonja as described by the last-named believe that 
individuals can acquire the power to leave their bodies at night and 
a ttack others in aninial' shape. Likerthe Nyakyusa, they be lieve that 
this power can be used for' defence as well as for attack.' And they 
have their own way of discriminating between the legitimate and 
illegitimate use of witchcraft po~er•. In their eyesit'is 
universally employed by men in the process of competition for 
politidal office. ,'One is reminded of Fortune's account of Dabu 
sorcery19,,. 'which seems to have its counterpart among '. other New 
Guinea peoples; they take it for grarited that every-one is . 
practising sorcery against 'his neighbours~Thesdrcererthere is 
not a sinister being with peculiar mystical powers, but an ordinary 
man who knows the useof:medicines. In Gonja no distinction is made 
between sorceryoperatingwith'Iliedicines and witchcraft,without and 
logically for· them arilan who employs his mystical powers aga.inst a 
rival for· office is also one who must have sacrificed one of· his 
etosekin SOias to become able to turn into a lion, etc,; '1clh,enever 
a holder of poli tical office die~" he is assumed to haVEl' been 
bewitched,by a riva.l~Yet no attempt is made to identify, still 
less punish, the person' responsible. In part this reflects the . 
belief that'tne: holders of political office need to have this . 
mystical power in order to defend their' subjects against its 
ille~it~mate 'use by others. . 

These others arealmostirivariably women. Viomen are thought' 
to use witchcra'ft-pbwer in ways for which there can be no justifi~ 

cation, and.'extremely'cruel punishmerits were sometimes inflicted. 
on them in the past. So that if 'witchcraft'were defined as 
'mystical aggression by women' one could still say it was 
'unambiguously'evil'~1!Jomen have no authority to punish, there
fore their attacks on others can never be justified. They are, as 
Esther Goody puts it, 'beyond the bounds of tolerance'. 4 woman ' 
informant Said to;her 'We are witches because we are evil' - i.e~ 
because we are aggressive wi thoutjustification. Women's roles 
as Goody remarks, does not permit aggressiori; a hypothesis that might 
be added to the current ones about the frequent ascript'ions of 
witchcraft to oldviomen - that they are poor, so have to beg, so 



may be spiteful, that they have nobody to defend·them_-against 
accuBation~. 

Mandrou writing of France, and Keith Thomas of England, have. 
traced the progress of discussions among the educated minority 
which essentially concerned the stat1.ls of the Devil- the ql,lestion 
whether it was possi"Qle for him to. confer powers of evil on his 
human subjects., This was a theo~ogical questioh, th~answer to 

·which must have affected the teaching Of popular·religion. It 
certainly affected the a ttitudes of judges and juries. . But . 
villagers, like Africans today, resented what ,:,they saw as a denial 
of justice wh~n the r~peal ofthewitohoraft Act ,in 1736 made it 
impos~ible to bring accusations. Again like Africans today, they 
turned to 'informal violence, counter-magic and the occasional 
lynching' .20 ' , 

It i~ in connection with the decli~e of recourse to, counter- ' 
magic that Thomas is able to ·offerc.onfident explanationlil of a 
change in attitudes. He notes that :from the, sixteep.th qentury 
onwards visitations of disaster that had been ascribed to witch
craft were either bec.omil')g less freq1)ent or could be better 
'provided against. Famine and plague werelesscommon(thol,lgh, ;as: 
he remarks elsewhere, and as would also be true of Africa, these 
generalized disasters were not, usually ascribed to witchcraft). 
Communications improved, andwiththem the POf;lS:j,bilii;y of identi- ,,' 
fying thieves and recovering stolen goods.~~rance against 
business risks, against fire, against,death, gave anew kind, of 
security. ·A greater general sense. of security, then ,1ed to. 'a 
general decline in recourse to .IIl?gical. :precautions (including' ': 
counter-magi.c against un.kD.own off'ende:vs) •. , The IIlagicalpractices . 
were· forgotten as much as discredited by argument., One may expect 
to seee parallel process in Africa; if someone ever finds 'the ... 
key to that improvement .in livin,g .~tandardEl that we1:J.ave,pE::len . 
seeking .ever sincethema::t;'ch to independence began•.. ' But w.e ~n 
hardly expect a parallel in Africa's intellectual history..The 
discussionis over now, and Afric,ans have beenpresentedydth ,the 
result by teachers wh()m they have had reason to regar.d with, 
suspicion. ,Dr. :!?ouglas's attempt to draw acontraEl:t,bei;ween 'line 
deoline ofwitqhcraft fears with economic de.velopment.inEngland 
andt~e alleged increase in similar ciroumstances in Afr-ica simply 
does not work (it may not be true, 'as is sooften:asserted, that 
they are increasing, .bu t they certainly are.' not .' declining. A 
possible question to ask, if the answer could be fO\lnd, wou:!.dbe 
whether events that used to. be imputed to wi tchcraftare .coming 
to be ascribed to natural causes; the fact that one could ma~ea 

longer list of possible disasters tells us nothing about the 
amount of fear). Vfuere Keith Thomas does offer us a parallel is 
in his reference to tllepopular rea,ction to the Witchcraft Aot and 
to the effect of the Reformation in 'drastioally:reducingthe 
degree of immuni1iy' from witchcraft which could be conveyed by, 
religious fai th alone' _.,.21 . 

. Macfarlane's examination of the Essex records follows, the ". 
anthropolo~st's principle that the statlis a~dstatus-relationship 
of accused and victim must be established in order to find what 
sort. of reIa tionshipstypically give rise to' stlspioionor 
accusation. .He endorses the theoI'jr that this indiCates what 

. rela.tionships are sources ,of tension, to which I wQuld ma~e the 
reply that .an adequate analysis of social· structqre should 
indicate where tensions •. c~n be .eJl:p6eted without1;he need of such 
a roundabout procedure. What is more interesting in his book is 
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his demonstration t~1a t the o.ecline--f±rsiJ--irr\J'Onv±ctions-andthen 
in accusations of 1I1itchor,-,':-:, ':':::'8dated such advances i":l IG10wle-dge 
as might logically be su~posed to invalidate the belief in it. 
He not~s that no explanation in general terms can account for the 
particulari ty of individual disaster, and asks whether circum.. · 
stances,had changed so that .loss was more bearable,," Here "in so 
fai as material loss is concerned, he refers, like Thomas, .'to the' 
possibility of defence aga,instsuch loss by insurance. Heascribe s 
the change in attit1,1d,es also to changes in social structure which 
in his view led f~rst to th~ :i,ncrease in accusations and then to 
their abandonment •. Here he follows. the line first suggested by 
Lienhardt22 , that wi tchcraft is s1,1spected bet\'leen persons whose 
relative status' ~ I wQuld prefer to say whose mutual obligations 
is/are not clearly d,efined. Thise;xplanationaccounts of course 
for the belief, that people bewitch their kin; themutualobU": 
gationsof kin are in theory unlimited, but in practice individuals 
have to jUdge priorities. In the same way there was in an English 
village an undefined principle of charity towards the needy, Which, 
as the acquisitive society emerged, .began to conflict with the new 
principle that oharity begins at home. The guilty conscienoe of 
the man .who failed in charity led h:imto attribute his .misfortunes 
to the pooT' old woman whose request he' had refused.'; As values 
changed and it :wasno longer considered- to be the duty of the 
individual Christian to succour the unfortunate,. but rather of 
r'epresentatives of .the collectivi ty,.s1Jch as Poor Law, Guardians, 
no more guilt attached to the refusal. of alms. 

Confesaions 

Poss~bly it is in ,our attitude to confessions that we·have 
been mostethnocelltric. ''rhat anyone would voluntarily, confess to 
pat~ntlY,impossip+e acts seems at first" sight absurd. ,But we have 
to take care ~ actions the accused, person is confessing•. The later 
developments of European wit.ch beliefs, include the manifest imposs
ibilities - to us - of the pact with the Devil and the'Black 
Mass. It is certainly hard to believe that people. could be 
persuaded by suggestion - as opposed to torture -that they had" 
met on a mountaintop and danced naked with numbers of their 
acquaintances. - But supposing one seriously believes in the Devil? 
Supposing ,one bef-ieves ,that dreams reveal truth, or that in some 
mystical \'lay 0!1~has.'actually experienoed what one dreams? 

. , . 

T'n1fmtioned earlier the offi.cial Christian attitude,towa;rds 
confession ~san act which, though it "IilUst;,iead 'to 'a persoll',;s' .. . 
death, c<;mld yet' s~ve h:i,.m(mo;re likely her) ·frdm. an etepnal tot-me,nt 
tpat all,believedin.Delcambre in hiS articles on witchtriels. 
in lorraine makes the illuminatingconiment that the torture' of' 
accused witc.hes was conceived-as "a ,form of ordeal, which God 'would 
enable an innooent person to resist (though not without feeling 
the pain); ,of course this belief has its, counterpart in the idea 
that the, Devilt00 could give his followers strength against 
torture •. Nevertheless,. SOme accused offered to undergo torture, 
as Africans submit-themselves to the ordeal, in the ,confidence 
that-. it wou.ld prove their innocence. Few pesisted physica.l mal~ 
treatment which was greater than anything ,known in Africa, but' 
many recanted later, fearing damnation for perjury. 

Yet some seem to have made sincere confessions, some no doubt 
ih the abnormal mental conditions to which l~rgaret Field23ascribes 
all confessions of witchcraft. Some begged the pard,on of those they 
were supposed to have harmed. Some admitted to part of the charges 
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against them while denying the rest. One is on record as se,ying. 
that she had 'no wish to put any livestock to death but only 
people who were angTy with 'her I .24 

It is here that we find the point of contact with African 
confessions•. At any rate in. the field where it is believed that 
witchcraft cail be involuntary,' d~pending on no deliberate aotion 
(and this field is geographically so wide that one oannot abandon 
the analytical distinction between witchcraft and sorcery') ,accused 
persons must always be uncertain'of their own innocence. Evarts
Pritchard has made this point himself, though not in the context of 
confessions. Morton-Williams' accobntof·the Atingawitch
finders25refers to old women saying 'If they all sey I am·a·witch 
I '. suppose I.must be '. . Hilda Kuper's play26_· in' which' the pro
tagonist is a childless young woman adcused of bewitching her co
wife t s' child to death - ends convincingly wi.th the 'line' 'I am a 
witch in my heart I. Few of us can honestly disclaim any ilI:'will 
towards the people we quarrel with. 

Special cases of confession discussed in the AS! volume are 
those of the neighbouring Banyangand Bangwa, both of whom believe 
in witchcraft through the acttvi ty of were-animals. ' In both these' 
belief. systems it is the sickness of the supposed witch (believed 
to have been injured in were~form), andnoto! 8 victim, that 
calls for confession, which is held to be the only way to recovery. 
The Bangwa,ascribe these 'were-animals to children,' and if a child 
is ill in any of the ways' ,that are supposed to indicate injury 'to 
the were-animal, he is badgered to confess. That some do claim 
responsibility for the sickness or death of siblings or fathers. 
would surprise no psychologist. But others ale clever at thinking 
of more or less innocuous' adventures ,of· their were-ailimals. .Banyang 
confessions are often made in extremis ,in the hope of escaping 
death. They are ,admissions of.thepossessi.on:of were-animals, not 
of causing specific damage -, 'a kind of blanket gUilt l • 27 They are 
not sought in order to explain misfortunes suffered by others, nor 
associated withparticular quarrels. . 

Repentance and. 'Reform•.. 

The ASA. volume ends rather inconclusively with an article by 
Beidelman suggesting new lines of study. LikeWJary Douglas he 
thinks functionalism has put us on thew-rong track. but his ' 
cri ticism is the contrary of what hers appears to ·be ~ In his view 
we have thought the belief in witchcraft needed explaining because 
,2f its dysfunctional oonsequences. He seems to be arguing that 
this is why we ask why people hold these beliefs, and certainly we 
do not askin.quite the 'same way why they believe in other non- . 
empiricalb~·ings or forces. But in thernain what hei8 recodunend
ing isa cloeer.scrutinyof a lar~rnumberof oase;'histories,and 
more attention ,to the social psychology of attitudes towards 
aggression. We ·should also·seek parallels with our own idea'S of 
mental illness and treatment, and consider more carefully I the 
delusional aspects of: behaviour assoCiated with witchcraft and . 
sorc~ryt;28 ahd .should.ask how the minds of witches are supposed to 
differ from those of saints on the one hand and madmen on the other. 
And finally 'our al1alyti~cal notions regarding witohes, sorcerers artd 
other malevolent beings require:a re-assessnient which will take con:" 
siderably more aCQount. of moral: ambiguities t. . 

All these new questions are to be welcomed; I am less sure than 
Dr. Douglas and Dr. Bei lielman that the answers willmake it neoessary 
to scrap everythi~that has been done in the last thirty-five years. 

Lucy Mair. 
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... ·u ASPECT OF BOUGLE' S sac IOLOGISM .1 
.. . . 

. '. . : .' : .,
Through the work of Dumont and 'Pocock, Bouglets cont:d.bu.tion ' 

to Iridian sociology is wellknmm.· Pocock's ;tecertt English 
version of the Il~ts sUr Ie Regime de.s Castes" will ruahL-this 
aspect of his wor~ complete'ly accessible., This paper is an 
attempt topresentohe aspect ofBougH~'s thought. Thisaspect 
might loosely be' called his theory of cognition, though the term .. 
is inadequate.' ' 

BougIe's philo~ophic position is implied in his own remark, 
"la science est avant tout un perfectionnement du langage, 
lui-meme produit d'une elaboration ~ollective". (1929: 190). 
He was an academic and an eclectic. He chose not to present his 
thought in a rigid, systematic form. In such circumstances, it 
would be foolish to pretend to give anything better than one 
interpretation out. of the man~ possible. ' . 

... ... ... .. ... ." 

For BougIe, sociology was not a synthesis'of all the 
branches of the study of society, but was a study of Ilforms". 
He uses the word in a number of ways. Firstly, the forms can be 
physical (the spatial distribution of thernembersof a society, 
for example). Secondly they can be ideological (a classification, 
for e48-mple) • Thirdly, BougIe speaks of "the forms of the mind", 
meaning a structure which actively forms ideas. In general, he 
seeks to provide an account of the "formation of ideas~', and so 
is trying to practise the "formalpsychologyll which Durkheim 
advocated. In going this, he in fact does synthesise all the 
branches of the study of society, but in a waywhi6h is not quite 
like too t of Du:rkheim or Mauss. . . 

Though he diverged a little' from the "party line".of the 
Annee Sociologue, this did not prevent him from taking a place 
at the spearhead of the attack. He contribut:ed reviews to every 
number of the AITQee from its inception till his death in 1940, . 
and he produced the first full length book to be sponsored by the 
Annee (1908 b). Such persistancecame from the ambitions he had 
for sociology: " sociology might be the base for a well-founded 
sociologism, which was "a philosophical effort to crown the 
specialist, objective and comparative studies ••• with an 
explanatory theory of· .the human mind" (1951: viii). The methods 
of sociology alone could ensure the objective concepts necessary 
for the construction of'such a theory: "the sociologist is.by 
definition arelativist" •••and., at the same time, a comparatist 
(1935: 120). Self-doubt combined with empirical classification 
would generate universally applicabl~ concepts. Then, (and then 
only), sociology could formulate theories capable of bearing the 
full weight of rational criticism, and then it would be a true 
science. History and. sociology only stopped being "popular", 
or ethno-sciences when their explanations were couched in terms 
sufficiently r:i.gorous and unive'rsal fa be, rationally and' • 
universally criticised. (1925, pp.47-9', 55-6'). Explanation had 
to be by means of "laws" of the highest generality. Any other 
sort of explanation was "the adoration ()fa mystery", or merely 
an empirical correlation devoid of explanatory power (1908 a:,' . 
66, 80). ' 



None of the cOntributors to the Annee'believed that 
sociology could be anything but historical.' .' BougIe. agreed wi th 
Simiand that history alone provided the laboratory conditions 
necessary for expej::,imentation. It was only irian historical 
perspective that the specificity of sociological variables could 
be Qetermined, because it was only in history that extraneous 
val':i.ables· (presumably such as ecology) could be seen to be 
constant, and so eliminated. (Annales S.A. 2:27-8). Inasmuoh 
as sociology had to be historical" it was most important to 
refute certain historicist doctrines. The most objectionable 
of these doctrines was the doctrine that history never repeats 
itself, that every event is unique. Bougl~pointed.out that no 
human being could real~y believe this: if they did; the writing 
of history would itself be impossible (1925: 48). , 

Other historicist doctrines that had to ,be 'refuted were 
Evolutionism in its rigid form, .and IIhistorical mate:r1alism". 
Evolutionism appeared to be untrue on empirical grounds, and when 
it appealed to the old biological Anthropology, it was 

aligning itself with a lost cause (1908 a. 57, .68-71; 1908 b; 
129-42). The refutation of materialism was a difficult one to 
phrase: on the one hand, sociology had to be rid of mechanistic 
associations; on the other hand, the theory that a man of 
genius .appears and spreads his ideas is' lithe adoration of a 
mystery" • A certain freedom had to be allowed to the human mind, 
but the freedom bad to be shown to be regular in its action. 
"The Division of Labour" was not absolutely clear on the point, 
as BougIe ruefully remarks. In order to escape from this nasty 
fork, BougIe chose to stress the ."hyperspiritualist" aspect of 
Durkheim's sociology, using the HRepr~sentations!ndividuelleset 
Representations Collectives" as his authority (e.g. 1951: xv; 
Annee S II: 152-5). More important, he stresses the "relative 
autonomy" of the mind vis-'a-vis its data. (1935: 4-5). The mind is 
not a passive mirror of reality, it transforms it (1929: 186). 
The mind has its own IIforms", but mental forms are themselves 
instances' of an adaptive mechanism: liTo 'know is not to reproduce; 
it is always to transform. And the orderwhich the mind, by 
means of the concept, introduces into the chaos of sensory 
impressions, is, first of all, a revelation 'of its own forms. 
Now, are these forms eternal and given from the beginningne 
varietur? Do they not themselves undergo a progressive -
elaboration which takes account of the successes obtained or the 
disappointment experienced by some idea when put to the test?" 
(1929: 186-7). The ambiguity of the word "formllis here most 
unfortunate, but BougIe must mean that the mind is free to re
construct the forms of reality, but is not free to choose (or 
create) reality. The same is true, at a higher level~ of the 
social mind. It is free to create concepts, but cannot in ariy 
sense create rea11ty itself_No IIcollective enthusiasm" can 
create the nature of things, nor the nature of the mind. The 
fact that the right hand is generally socially preferred does 
not mean that "hand", neither the thing itself, nor the idea 
that man has of it, is created by,society.(1929: 192-5). 

·There is a certain. divergence here from Durkheim, ·and there 
are other points on which BougIe is unwilling to interpret 
Durkheim too literally. He maintained that the passage from~ 

reality to collective awareness is always mediated by the ' 
individual consciousness. Indeed, strictly speaking, there was 
no such thing as a collective awareness, only a reforming of 



inliivi'cl.ual awarenesses. He did, however, accept the notion of
 
the collective mind as a useful locus for all the mental actiy-tty
 
which c~uld not exist in pre-social man~He notes 'cautiously
 
tha~ the notion is only heuristic,and in particular, a search
 
for' a collective unconscious, as opposed to a collective oonscious
 

'raJ sed more problems than it would ,'SOlve (1935,:' 11-12). ' 
Collective representations are a re':'orderingof individual 

.' .",..... '- . ... 
interior states:, forexample~ to say that social density .leads
 
to social differentiation presupposes that the physical condition
 
passes through iridividual representations before becoming a
 
co'l1ective representation (1925= 156-7, 160-1; cf. 1908 a: '
 
85-6; Anne'e S I: 126-35).' ':rhus,' the individual mind reconstrues ,
 
material drawn from: what may be called "Nature" (set of real, ""
 
effects), and the metaphorical "collective mind" reconstrues
 
material drawn from individual representations. 'in effect,
 
Bougl~ sees man as a three-p~rt,being: he is at the same ti~e,
 
social person, individual being, and vital organism~ (This,
 
clearly, is a variation' on a familiar theme. Durirneim gene;rally
 
sees m~m as asocial J?erson graft,ed onto avita,l org~ism,so
 
ending it often difficult to calibrate the two.' ,Tarde alf30
 
posits two levelS, but they are mirror-images. Blond.el Eidopts a
 
three~tier psyohology ,for which he alleges the 8,uthori ty of Comte.
 
The important point is that the psychology of the individual being
 
in BougIe's scheme is a psychology which is common to the whole
 
species' of man. It is possible, therefore, for Bo~gle' to give a
 
"psychological demonstration" which is, really a seri,es of logical
 
operations, as in tiLes Id~es Egalitaire13". " ,
 

It must be stressed at this point that BougIe regarded
 
constructs such as a three-level being as no more tbanheuristic
 
concepts. To oppose bio-mechanical and psycho-social functions
 
was a way of posing the problem, not of answering it. (e.g.
 
Annales S.A.I. p.148). Vfu~t was 'more, the three parts of man
 
were inextricably interwoven: "to perceive is already to
 
conceive, and to remember still" (1925: 42), Le. perception, that
 
most individual of interior states, depends not only on
 
sensations, but also on socially d~rived concepts.
 

For	 the sake of clarity, I will sum up the major themes so far: 

I)	 There are three types of mental activity - bio-mechanical '
 
(sensation), psychic (individual representation)., and ,social
 
(collective representation).'" , "
 

) . 

2)	 There are three ty,p~ s of "form" or pa t tern -' forms in Nature,
 
forms from the aotofindiyidual representation,artd forms
 
from the act of,colle'ctive, representation. They are not
 
reducible one to 'another.
 

3)	 Collective representations of Nature are formed via individual 
representations. 

.".	 . .' . 

4) ,Representations do not' create the reality' to which they refer,' 
. ,(i.e. collective representations do not create individual, 

re,presentations any more than individual representations' ' 
'creatie Nature). On the contrary, they tend to greater 

conformity with it by a process of testing and experience~ 

The last point is ofpartic,ular importance. It implies that ,
 
representation is in some way translated into behaviour. (cf.the
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statement 1908 a: 30-1 tl1.aii.in order to know w.hat a person is 
,thinking, it is best to interpret his actions). t~ the case of 
a (hypothetical) pre-social individual being, ,such "cognitive 
behaviour" would aHow feed back, and, ac.onsequent adjustment of 
the forms of cogiii tion. 'However, since man is, in fact, always a 
socit1.l being, i t'followstha,this, repri3sentations are never solely 
"in3,ividual". Collective repre13entationsshouldadjust because 
of the fekd-backbf collective behaviour; 'butcoliective , 
behayiour is unlikely tope in grave d.isaccord'withthe facts 
of individual representation, because the ~ndiyidual represen
tations in this case are not of non-human 81,7ents which might, or, 
might not, be regular, but of human events whiQh are motivated 
by a fonnal' \3ystem. , (This would' help, to explain the fact that 
sociological correlates appear tO,be causal of eac~ other, as 
noted, withou~ comment, 1925: 30). " 

Aberrant, beh~viour pose~ a problem to any theory o,f
 
equilibrium such a y the one s'ketohedabove.Bougle pints at a
 
solution in his remarks on the logical category ,of chance. This
 

.' . i .' ~. . . .• _ . r 
is expounded later, but it can be said now that BougIe saw reason 
as a n~ed forhannony, that the need for harmony manife sted it 
self both in the individtiala*d in the social mind, and that, a 
system of cogn2tioncro~ accomodate considerable disharmony.

. . . , ' . ~. '. 

"Most of this argument can be represented ina diagram. It 
is not necessary to draw'in,three leyels of mental activity, " 
since the relation nature/ind~yidual repre~entation is analogous 
to the relation individual representation/collective represen
tation. 

Fig 1: 

',.,'i ' "Psyche" 

,"Know~ng" ""sensation" I
I 

' 

mechanically undetermine9.', ji determined 

"data" 

The arrows of the diagram are to be understood as referring only 
to relations. In such a scheme, "reality" is a flexible term 
which refers to anything on a lower level, but .Nature is the 
"basic reality" because it can "know" nothing else,: i.e. nothing 
is lower than it. Man is defined as the combination of all the 
elemen,ts of the diagram, except the ile.'tural, da,ta (but some of 
this natural data is of his own making; 'Le. the reSults "of 
woo t BougIe' oalls man ~s' ".offensive, adaptation", 1929: 162). 
The interest of the scheme is that it canbe'telescopedupwa:rds, 
simply by supposing that representations of any sort can furnish 
the Hdata" fora higher level of representation. 

If "knowing" is never absolutely determined, it follows that 
all scienoeand the ,so'ience of sociology in, particular, can only 
be sciences of possibili ties and tendencies. ',' BougIe never claimed 
sociology to be anything more than this (e.g.Annales~S, A.l: 
188-91). Why then bother with correlations of, patterns lying at 
different levels? "IJet us allow that conscious medita,ti'bn 
transfigures and 'denatures' the materials furnished to it by 
the milieu': 'itis nonetheless t:ruethat~.byshowing,for example, 
how ,certain ,social conditions were to lead the minds of ' 
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philosophers, in accordance with the general laws of the ~ormation 

of ideas, to . (the idea of) ~gali-barianisill7 we are biting L:ltOJ.:~ 
unknoWn" (1908 a: 80). 

The theory of levels is held to acc()Unt not only for "easy" 
concepts, such as judgments of existence, but also for "hard" 
cO:~':-'8pts such'as judgments ofvalu'e.'·Values are defined ,as , 
conceptions of possibilities,of satisfaction. (This presupposes 
the existence ofteleologicaloategories in the ps.yche). Values 
are ranked inside a level (by ,definition), but i;hey~re also . 
ranked by the height of the level in Which they are situated. 
Thus individual vaiues are, as aeet, . lower than social values, 
and these, once social activity starts to separate out into law, 
religi6ria:nd so on, rank, as a set, lower than legal orreli,.gious 
values. Moreoever, .concepts which are "polytelic" (which c~ . 
convert into many other values) tend to ,be seen as "a~i;o;telic", 
and hence asvery high values. "Gold" .0ruScience",forexample, 
tend to ,become the highest value~, because oithe indetermination 
of their ends., (l929). '. ' 

. !tis easy to see that such a theory of·values tends, .even
tually to 'agree,' to'some extent, with the·functionalism of 
Durkheim or Mauss; but, because values, like any. other conoept, 
must always be supposed to relatively unmotivated, there coUld 
never 'be any q.uestion of postulating a perfect ·functional fit 
between social and individual repreeentations, let alon,e between 
"culture" and "nature ,i. . Indeed, the 'fit of one . level to another 
can only be termed functional to the'degree that teleological and 
functional criteria, are involved, and to the degree that such 
criteria derive from iogical categories~ , . 

'. . 

To show how.Bougle developed and'refinedh,is theory,! shall 
offer very brief, comments on the' two monographs,. "Les .Idees. ' 

alitaireis"(1908 a) and "Essais sur ,Ie Regime des Castes" 
1908 b ,and on the,~rticle "Les Ra.pports de· l'Histoireet de la 

Science Sociale d'apres Cournot". , ."" 

Les Idees Egalitaires was flr~t pUblish~d in 1~99, when. 
Bougl~ was 29.' It is an attempt to fill the first part of the. 
programme "relativism and comparatism"., Theories ofEClua~ity 
were to b,e seen .asfolk-systems, and correlabie with demographic 
data. Explanation was to consis,t in a ".:reconstitU,tion of the 
mental work"involved in passin€; from a st:ate of demography to 
an ideology •. To do this, BougIe uses some. ,of the arguments of 
the "Division of, Labour" (as he understood them), and adopts 
Simmel's argument that individuation (of social persons, th~t 
is) results from a very advanoed degree of intersection oi 
unilateral classes. 'lhese theories are both taken as prerrlises, 
so that, what 1,sassumedby BouglE3 is roughly this:" . 

.. ~ : t 

1) '8, high "density" involves a high degree of. competition" which 
is resolv'ed by 

.,( . 

2)	 a functional differentiation' of the self and competitors by 
each individual. This differentiation is in some way 
converted into 

3)	 a collective representation of the division of social labour 
by'means of a cla.ssification. , ' 
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4)	 Where classification is by unilateral classes, intersection 
must take plac8j 'if there are enough unilateral classes, 
this will result in individuation~ , . 

This:~orrespon4sto the scheme (i) Nature (rEial effects) / (ii) 
individual represerita tion !(iii} dolleetiverepre sentation•• 
Whe. t BougIe tries to show' is that,on a fOUrth level, that' of 
philosophers of law,a "transfbrmati on: of' the individuations of 
level (iii) will niost'likelyinvolve' a. predication of "eqi,iality" 
between 1iindividuals".,· He;proposesthat "he teroge'neous'individuals 
who participate in one quality are equal", and'the'restof the" 
book is spent showing that the right mi~ of heterogeneity-and, 
homogeneity occurs Olilyin the societies which are egalitarian. 
In fact the whole argUment is marred by the fact that the" '. 
proposition "indi.viduals homogeneous in one respectare'Eiqual" . 
is quitefallaciousi, the "individuals"of whiqh :i36uglEtis' 
speaking are not "real objects" but areone~member classes 
produced by intersection.' TCU8 individu~is cart be eelual in 
respect of A-ness, while remaining unequal in allotherrespects~ 
All depends on the rules of the classification. However, even 
thou'gh'the work rais~s more prol;>lems than i t solves, it retat~$ 
a true iriterestpreciselybecause it rephrases the problem of 
egali tarianisIll: as a question aboutthelbgic or psychology of 
classification. Espedallyinteresting is the'rl.Qtl.on that· 
equall.tyis a special case of inequality (probably a de1:lberate 
in:rersi0rl of the" atomisticphild~ophy of law). . . 

"Essa.is sur 'lel?eginie 'des Castes" was a meditated contrast' 
to "Les Idees'Egalitaires".. The a.rgument t'differentiation from 
density" still held, but unlike the Western 'system , :'the system 
of classification that was implicit in caste was such that th€ 
class'as'did'not :inte'rsect. Thus there was rio individualism, and, 
as ye t ,'noegalitarianism~- BougIe was ~till con:fqs~dt;lbout the i 

notion of"individual", andma,intained: that the Britishby' ' 
creating towns; speedfrig comniunica.tj,.ons, 'and imposing a senseo! 
unity, would eventually motivate 'an.egalitartartideology.(This 
follows from the theory of levelstwhere a su~ficient change of 

l 

natural data should prOmote a reformation 0'£ ideas'at,allievels). 
In asense,however;,it is fqrtunate that the confusion remained:' 
believing that caste wassurVivirig when it should:not be, he 
came to: the conclusion that· some social representations tended to 
equilibrium. The resi'li'ence of caste came partly from the fact 
that the"data" was humari' behaviour which was already "formed", 
and partly because' the system could be so constructed that even 
exceptiOns proved the rule : . "It' can be maintai!!j.e<i.tb,at the· theories 
of Manu, although they have 'not expressed the 'E:indu reality 
exactly, have managed,tb -:a large extent, to impose their form' 
on it. (The theories) t:i'iumph as hidees-force";they furnish " , 
opinion wi th the frame~v6rks' in which! t is led instinctively to . 

,I'

class groups Whatever they are" (121. "idee-fo;rce": '.'force" 
force-piece, . load-bearing channel in an electric c1'rcuit,'or, 
improbably, dynamic force; cf. 'prescriptive categories'). 
"Opinion will not allow you ,to transgress the traditional order, 
exceptoncondition' that you demonstrate thaitthis .. oi-dar' has been 
skewed; when you do that, you are only breaking the law so as 
to respect it all the more." (121). 

Though the Law exerts an influence on the castes, the system 
of caste itself ( = system implicit in jati) is a' coilective '.;, ' 
representation. The law is a system motivated by the products of 
the system of caste. Similar remarks apply to religion, 

.C' 

, . 



economics 9 and art. They are all, as systems, re-formations of 
th~products of collective repres'ep.tations 9 (which are no·t 
confined to caste: it is important that, Bougl~ does, not claim to 
explain Hinduism by deriving it from caste, he merely claims that 
part of the pectiiiar coloration of Hinduism can be explained by 
reference to caste. Similarly law, economics a~d art. In the 
case of law and religion, the peculiarities can also be explained 
by the fact that they are the creations of the Brahmans). 

The category of natural data is widen~dsoas to comprise, 
not'only demography and behaviour, but also racial and ecological 
data, but the demographic data remain the most important. 

The levels are now, therefore, af;i follov,s:, 

(i) natural(=demography,behaviour, ethnography, ecology) I 
(H) individual (iii) collective (iv) legal, economic,
 
religious, philosophical, and artistic'. '
 

T~ the fourth level could be added other types, science, for 
example. As far as Bougl~ is concerned, terms like "law", 
economics" etc. refer only to functions which have separated out. 
Thus if it makes sense to talk of "social representations" when 
what is meant is the repres~ntations of men thinking as members 
of a society, it makes the same sense to talk of a "legal psyche" 
or "legal representations". It also explains why BougIe assumes 
the "general laws of the formation of ideas" can explain the 
"mental wOJ:'k" not only of individuals but also of societies, the 
law, etc. If even the sciences are liable to be treated like any 
other sociological phenomenon, then the "study of forms", the 
"sociologie stricto sensu" is in reality .the most general 'of all 
sciences. 

\
"Les Rapports de l'histoire et de la Science Sociale d1apres 

Cournot" is a presentation of ,s,ome themes of the "thought of 
Cournot (the man Tarde apparently "set.a'hundred cubits above 
Comte"), principally so as to insist on a rationalist explanation 
in history, ,but also 80 as to comment on the category of-"chance". 

Cournot affirms that chance exists in Nature, and that 
chance, though not itself rational" is a 'category of Reason. 
An accident is a,lIpure fact", a fact at'the'intersect:l.on of a 
concourse of systems of causality. Bougl~ accepts these arguments. 

For Cournot there are two types of science: 1) the contemplation 
of a law..:bound nature ,(e.g. physics), and 2) the contemplation of 
a law-like cOsmos (e '. g• biology). . The second type has a greater 
preponderance of historioal data. BougIe observes that all 
sciences are historical, in tne sense that the time through which 
their data extend is not infinite, and makes the distinction 
between Hiatori, the science into which contingencies enter, and 
all other sciences, which consider contingency to be eliminated. 
He is, in fact, reViving a v~ry old distinction: between what may 
be called "natured nature", which is a natu!'elin the process of a 
law-like becoming, and "naturing nature", which is a nature ,in a 
process of r~ndom, law-less becoming. ' 

, The implications of this are far-reaching. If chance is held 
to b,e a ca tegory of the r~ason, then human Peing$'vep!'e sent the' 
world as law-like, for the law-less events are discounted as 
Accident. ,Now, socio~<Dgy had to be historical for\~ougl~. 
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That m8ans that sociology had -[-" take account of contingency. 
The reason must be that contL.gt;fccy alone cou:.d provide the test 
for the	 epistemological theory. For, if it is assumed that, on' 
the one	 hand reprGsentationsare. relatively undeternlin8d, and on 
the other hand relatively adapte4ta ~~eir data, then major 
change in representations would have to be motivated by a fairly 
violent change in the order of na tured'll?ture. S.~cha change 
would, by definition" have to bathe re~lt of an accident - and 
the accident would have to bE3 not an 'accident without pE;lrmanent 
consequence (such as an unforeseen, but ephemeral catastrophe), 
but an accident which changed the o;rder of things ,(such as 
conquest and' settlement by aliens). If sociology wished to find 
such accidents it would have to look. to history. 

, , 

BougIe's epistemology, then includes a definition as to what 
is to count as 'natural data". 'Pure accidents which do not 
change the forms of nature, are not included into anY system of 
knowledge, because they are so amorphous that they are relegated 
to a special catefiory; ThJ.sasserts again~ostforcefullythe 
lesson that BougIe learnt from Simmel: that sociology appeals 
to reality only to claim,the forms in reality as the sole 
legitimate objects of study. ' 

Mark Aston~. 

This essay is based on a paper read at Mr~ Ardenerfs Tuesday 
seminar during Michaelmas Term 1971~ 
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].oo];;:~ peviews
 

The Interpretation of Ritual.Es~ays, in Honour of A.I. Ri~~rds.', 
Editeliby J,.S.'I.alo:uni;~~rte. Tavistock Publicati.ons. 
, ' " , 1912.·.£3~~Op. 

The'appea,~ance'of a volume .0f':e~silY's on ritual is, i,n it~elf, 
some in.dei ofcbanging interests in British anthropo+ogy•• This is 
not,however;.tos~y·thatall the papers are mo<ie.rn i;nstyle,. And, 
indeed, one who wished to contribute to this festshrift for Audrey. 
Richards :felt unable to do so o~ce the theme of th~book had been'.-. ... . . . . -;. . ". . 

chosen. 

~ Interpretation of Ritual is, in fact, an excellent miniature 
of the history of our discipline since 1945. The articles by Firth 
and Esther Goody- still displaya.d;El~:irEl;tq,t~l:k..flQQui;,'sQc,it;il, ,., 
adaptation' or 'manipulation i before ,fully !31iciting thegraIl'.mar 
which underlies their observatiOnal data; , the' timid.ity of the' 
references to kinesj.qs and codes merely ,$,eryesi;o, confirm their 
dat~~ ,At the other e'xtrellle are the' arki'cies byL8 Fontaihe' and, .' 
Ardeper in whic~' the composi'tion of.thecultu:l.',al sYntax" receiVes 
p.r;-imar;y attention. The piece bySoutl:1alli~'an 'English reaction to 
Levi-Strauss', bu,t. of ,afar higher ql,1ality than many of, those' in 
this cat¢gory hitherto published; ',i1;'is,'a valuable essay. 

. '., , '", '. ." .. 

There is also ,a debate between Leach,and the sociologist 
psychoanalyst Bott. ' She gives a rather unsophisticated psyoho.. ;' 
analytic, interpretation of the Tongan kava ceremony. Leach'dbes not 
raise all the issues involved in the relations ,between psychology 
and anthropology, buthi,saritiqueof Bot.t 's interpretation is . just. 
Quite legitima:telyhe ob.jeots to what heoall$ the' fairly straight
forward,kind of functionalism towhich~it is attached. "R;ightly,., 
he draws ouratt,ep;tion to" the intu:Ltiveaspect of functidhalism. 
ontheoth~I': hand', he. e·xagge:ra.tes wnen. he claims that structuralism 
is <'objective I. : :Nome:thod 'is:>objeotive in ahardsensEl, but' 
structuralism 'certainly does not lose its analytical superiority 
Or become' undermined by ~6ne:1 sa:cknowledging that; the analyst :plays 
anactive:and, selec.tiverole. ,,(h ,the broader issue of the',debate., 
one ought to .recal.l' the. work of Kluckhohn on ,witchcraft or 

:', Bett,e'lheirri onritual~., ,NQ. one, would deny, the importanc:e of an inter
'change,betweenpsychologyand'anthropdlogy, but the~e:earlier 

failures impress. upon us' the .fact that:' the task is no't achieved in a 
conceptually satisfactory way with any facility •. And before the' 
attempt is made, one ought to ask, as Batt doe.snot; just :how,' 
adequl,ite,pur differentpsychologicaltheoriesa!e" tha,t is Ijust how 
u$eful a model .of'.the hUman mind psycholo:gy g,ives us. 

I' ,i ',': '. ' .' 

'It'is a .sign ,thatanthropology'has lef!t the Gluckmaniao stage 
when; s'sthe'editor says, thereds, no longer a need felt to define 
ritual. Special 'definitions<of ritual,or:,ceremonial, as different 
from' Qx'diriary,social'or pragmatic;behaviour .conceal· arathe I' pro~, 

found error. If 'rHualis formal, . patterned,,' SYmbolic .a.ction, ,then 
we have all the elements' of a definition of any behaviour wbio,h, 
we would wish ,to' call· social•.': Once !8.semiologioal, v.iew, of society 
is seriously adopted the retention df':the' category 'ritual' at a1.1 
would clearly be a mistake; , i'indingdefinitionof no ,import is 
perhaps a step towards a fu 11 .realization of. this. 

• • - • > " .. .:?" '.. 

,An interesting point emerges frol1l Ardener' $ and Southall 's 
papers- mun:ely that our ohanginga.naJ.,yticalinterests~how 

,.,. fieldwork to have been defective', in .important ways. It has, become 

.," -"

-' ." 
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customary to point to the theoretical failings of our 
functionalist ancestors, but to commend them for their exce.llent 
fieldwork. , But th',) 0bvious influence of a t:::-J.<~oretical frame
work on a research technique lessens the weight. of ,~this'empirical 
compliment"cohsiderably. Pa:tadbxi'cally, anthropoJ:dgyin its 
recently more penetrating and, analytic phase has been more 
dependent upon detailed ethnography than functionalism ever was. 
It would be'a nonsense for functionalists to delude'themselves . 
into thinkirigtha:t they dealt wi 'till 'facts' whilst':strueturidists 
irreverently dabbledinmetaphyslcs. A close sCrutiny' of these 
two' approaches might even suggest the justice of reversing the 
charge-though doubtless manY would remainunconvinced. 

Malcolm. Crick. 

Three Styles in ,the study of Ki·nship. ' ,JoA.. 13arnes.>£3~OO. 

London: Ta'vistock Publica.tions" 1971' , 

Professor BarneS might' ponder on whetherh:e'has written the
 
wrong book. This is a study of the study of kin131Up (and this
 
reviewer has no intention of writing a study ,of the study of the
 
stuclY uo), or more ,p;oecl.selY of t~e wo:r-k of three, practitioners
 
in'this field; they are MUrdock, Levi-Strauss, arid Forteso '
 
Uneasy bedfellows (me would have thought, but the choice seems '
 
to have been dictated less by the range of views which they
 
represent than by one, of the author's aims ,which is "to assist,
 
the transformation'ofsocial anthropology fromp,n·intuiti.ve art'
 
to a cumulative science.'" To achieve this questionable enter

.'	 prise, Professor Barnes deems i tnecessary ,to make a, decisive 
break with the pa.st. Accordingly he has selected 1949 as the 
cut-off point on the grounds that the three anthropologists 
mentioned above , whom he sees in some sense as "typicp,L of some; 
post-Malinowskianandpost-Radcliffe-Brownian·era, all published. 
major workS'in that year. This seems anextraoi'dinarilyarbitrary 
step, for the :first essential in the founding 'of this new science . 
should be to demonstrate that theideasCI;hesitate to' say theories, 
let alone general laws) in existence at that ,time were generally 
accepted. However Barnes showsohly tbo clearly that there was no 
more general agreement in the field of kinship studies in19lt9 than 
there is today. Paradox:LpaJ.ly'he almost manages to make a stronger 
case for social anthropology as a non-cUmulative science thaI+ 
another:bookpublished at the same time by the same house whiich' 
mainly supports such'aviewo . 

. . "	 ;: . 

What of the.three studies? They provide more or,l,~s~ good
 
commentaries 'on the works of the three" anthropologists.' I found
 
Professor Barnes at his best 'when dealing with Murdock and at his
 
worst with L:vi-Strauss. ' Fortes' comes out of it quite well 'but '"
 
then his batteries ,of ,irreducible principles make his position'
 
almost impregnable and, impregnate ~ None of, these examinations is
 
very conclusive (:Lndeed they are aU, rather negative) andit·is
 
curious that another of Barnes' aims is "to encourage others to
,
tackle the works of MUrdock, Levi-Strauss .and Fortes more effect
ively"wheri tliereare in existence more effective treatments of '
 
these writers than those ·offered. hereo '
 

It was suggested at the beginning of this review that 
Professor Ba.rnes has written the wrong book. ' Apparently he had 
originally intended' a second' half to' this volume in which he ' 
planned to undertake case studies "of particular problems and topics 
on the lines represented by his Inquest on the Murngin Although0 

it is difficult to know without seeing the result, this sounds a
 
more valuable, interesting and above all positive exercise than
 
that which has appeared.
 

Peter Rivi~re 




